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What was all the talk about? 
This was something to decide. 
It was not that I had died. 
Though rq plans were new, no doubt, 
There vas nothing to deride. 
I had grown &WlQ' from youth, 
Shedding error where I could; 
I vas nov essential wood, 
Concentrating into truth; 
What I did was small but good. 
Yvor Winters 
"j, Dream Vision" 
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He is not a tall man, and his frame, once lean and vigorous, has grown 
stout as the years advance. Dark brown hair, combed straight to the left side 
frames a pleasant, benign face; the brow is expansive, the heavy features 
quietly set above a comfortable chin. But the kindly jowls of age do not 
completely mask a serious intenSity in his eyes and mouth, an almost grave 
seriousness, which colors his every thought and action. His name is Arthur 
Yvor Winters, but not many realize thiS, since he uses only the last two 
names to sign his writings. 
The citizens of Los Altos, california, where Winters lives with his wife, 
know him as a community man, head of the local Civil Defense unit during the 
last world war, active on committees against racial and religious prejudice. 
And in his spare time, Winters breeds dogs, prize-winning Airedales, which he 
once showed in as many as eight competitions yearly. He is widely read in 
world history, keenly interested in politics, and an avid boxing fan. But his 
primary interest is English poetry, and his primary occupation is teaching 
students at Leland Stanford University how to read, write, and understand 
English poetry. For his work there, Winters has won the respect of students 
and fellow teachers alike; but the respect has been slow in coming. 
Although Winters has taught at Stanford since 1928 and took his Ph.D. de-
gree there in 1933, it was not until 1949 that the administration granted him 
1 
2 
full professorship. The department heads under whom he first served did not 
know what to make of the man. He was a productive scholar; he wrote and 
published frequently, both as reviewer and independent critic. But Winters ha 
a way of winning a new enemy for every sentence that reached print. As far as 
one department head was concerned, he was a "disgrace" to the university.l As 
far as Winters himself was concerned, the rancor dealt him merely proved "the 
essential confusion of the literary mind of our period.,,2 He has alWflTs 
taken a certain pride in these literary enmities which he calmly desoribes as 
"enmities more intense, enduring, and I think I may fairly say unscrupulous, 
than I should judge have been enjoyed by any other writer of my generation. 
It was all quite unintentional on my part, It Winters adds simply; "I merely 
took literature seriously.,,3 
Winters took literature seriously in four principal books. The first 
appeared in 1931 \Ulder the title Primitivism ~ Decadence. It presented a 
theory of poetic composition and criticism, and in terms of this theory 
evaluated the structural teohniques and artistic development of American 
lYvor Winters, The Function of CriticiSllU 
(Denven Swallow, l~), p. lj. -
Problems and Exercises 
............ ""'-- - --""'-...... 
2Yvor Winters, In Defense of Reason, containing Primitivism and 
Decadence, Maule's curse, 'hie Anit% of Nonsense, and iThe signiticance of 
'l'1l8 r,'di!, 'hi Hart erane"\few Yo ,-;§'wi.llow Press and William Morrow, 
~1 , p. 1,3. 
lQuoted in Twentieth Cent~uthors: a Bio~r~hiCal Dicti0f!fi of 
Modern Literature, eCHted by S ey J. K'Wlit'z anOVard Bayc~e;-Yorlc, 
wilson, 1942), p. 1,3,. 
3 
experinental poetry during the early twentieth century. All of Winters' 
subsequent work is based on this same theory of cn ticism. Maule's Curse 
followed Primitivism ~ Decadence by a ;year. It contained seven essays on 
American writers, from Hawthorne to James, and attempted to trace the origins 
of the obscurantist state of mind which v4nters believed vitiated much of 
contemporary verse. In the four essays in ~ Anatomy 2! Nonsense, published 
in 1943, Winters tried to delineate the origins and essential nature of the 
muddleheadedness of American criticism--a muddleheadedness stemming principal-
ly from the work of Henry Adams, T. S. Eliot, Wallace Stevens, and John Crowe 
Ransom. In 1946, Winters published a shorter book, Edwin Arlington Robinson, 
for "The Makers of Modern Literature Series." The work, for the most part, is 
a close criticism of Robinson I s poetry. Winters champions the poet as heartil 
as he condemned the obscurantists and experimentalists in his earlier volumes. 
In 1947, Mr. Winters' first three works appeared in a large single volume 
called ~ Defense 2! Reason, with no revision except for the addition of a new 
"Foreword" and a final essay on Hart Crane. !!!! Function 2! Criticism, ten 
years later, collected five subsequsnt essqB in book form as a companion to 
In Defense of Reason. He is presently finishing a history of the short poem 
- -
in English, a work which w:Ul be his seventh hard cover volume of Criticism, 
but only the fifth to offer a large body of new material. 
What was it in these critical writings which so antagonized the 
Winters' opinions were unique and unpopular. They were expressed in a style 
whose cool and clear directness occasionally lapsed into sarcasm. Consequent , 
the hasty reader, contused by the new ideas and offended by the acid clarity, 
was often unable and unwill ing to grasp what Winters was actually saying, and 
4 
so merely lashed out against the way some of the ideas were put, or against 
isolated critical judgments he could not agree with.. This has been the 
typical approach taken in the frequent essays and reviews that have fotmd 
fault with Winters t work. One of the longest of these appeared in Stanley 
Edgar Hyman's ~ ArW:ld Vision. 
Hyman devotes very short space in his long critique to Winters' theory 
of criticism, an inexcusable failing which is largely responsible for his 
missing the point o£ Winters' practical evaluations. Confronted, for example, 
with the idea that poetry is the moral evaluation of human experience,4 
Hyman professes inabUi ty to tmderstand what "moral" could mean. He quotes 
snatches of sente~ces in which Winters explains the word, or in which he 
describes the consequences of morality in literature. Hyman obtusely asserts 
that all these snippets, out of context as they are, are meant to be 
s.ynonymous with "moral." Understandably enough, he concludes that the word 
"means almost a dozen things, some of them completely inconsistent with 
others. 1t5 
Hyman does attempt a survey of Winters' critical works, but deals in 
detail with only a few of the essays in Maule's Curse, which he feels is 
Winters' best work. From the poetry criticism, Hyman is content to excerpt 
nothing but adjectives or praise or blame, which sotmd suitably absurd strung 
4The basis of Winters' critical theory. Below, p. 36. 
5Stanley Edgar Hyman, "Ivor Winters and Evaluation in Criticism," The 
Armed Vision: a tUd{ in the Methods of Modern Liter!I7 Criticism (NewTork: 
rnopr, 1948), p-: • - - -
together into several paragraphs and removed from the context ot the critical 
analyses 'Which would have given them meaning. Furthermore, since Winters has 
. a way of challenging "approved" opinion, Hyman seems confident that all he need 
do is indica.te that in Winters' mind "Bridges' poetry is superior to that ot 
T. S. Eliot; Hart Crane, William carlos Williams, Lang Marianne Moore, ,,6 and 
the knowing reader will quicklT conclude that Winters is clearlT incompetent. 
This is a rather indirect way ot refuting Winters, and one HJlI1CD resorts to 
constantly. 
William Barrett, in his review o£ !!! Detense ~ _Re_as~on_, is equally' wary 
ot grappling directlT with Winters' practical critiques, and also protesses 
inability to lDlderstand his theory ot criticism. He cannot tind, he tells us, 
Winters' criterion ot critical judgment. He is battled by Winters I assertion 
that poetry is moral evaluation. "What does it mean?" Perhaps Winters masks 
an "unconscious desire to make literature more than it is, to extract trom it 
something that has to be learned elsewhere." 7 
T. Weiss, in an unmannerly review of .!!!!. Anatomy .2! Nonsense, handles 
Winters' critical principles in s_eping generalizations, and levels unsupported 
and meaningless objections, WWinters overestimates the significance ot the 
8 intellect;" he is a "theologian without religion." After a list o£ Winters' 
6Ibid., p. 50. 
-
7W1lliam Barrett, "Temptations ot St. Yvor," Ke&2n Review, IX (Autumn, 
1947), p. 543. 
8T. Weiss, "The Honsense ot Winters' AnatoBV', n Quarterly Review ot 
Literature, I (Spring, Summer, 1944), pp. 212, 316. -
6 
critical evaluations, Weiss offers as refutation, "Interesting. • •• I do not 
9 
see it." ~!natomw 2! Nonsense also drew contemptuous response from Delmore 
Sclll~artz, who titles hi s short review ttl Literary Provincial." ""!hat 
tJinters!J view comes to, in tl".e end, n Schwartz concludes, nis a pre.terence for 
the ('orrect pla.titudes of statement,; and this is jt.1llt where his predecessor 
10 
Irving Babbitt soon arrived." 
The list of Winters' critics could be extended; the method of castigation 
however, remains largely the same. Having dealt very' casual.ly with Winters' 
critical theory', Hyman, 'Weiss, Barrett, and the others, quot.e heavily Winters' 
most unorthodox critical judgments; and rather than examining the principles 
that could explain these judgments, or even offering a critique of their own 
to counter them, they release a chorus of epithets which are presumably meant 
to be the final word on Winters' competence as a critic. He is "an excessively 
irritating and bad Critic,ttll "unable to read ••• to write ••• to understan 
poetry. ,,12 He is a "doughty prOvinCial," guilty of "grotesqueries of 
interpretationa, It and "fumblings; ftl3 IIwrongheadedness, idiosyncrasies, t]n9l 
9tbid., p. 22$. 
10Delmore Schwartz, "1 LiterArt' Provincial, II Partisan Review, XII (Winter, 
194$), p. l42. 
14fym&n, p. 72. 
12weiSS, guarterlz Review 2! Literature, I, p. 22$. 
13 Ibid., pp. 212, 300. 
-
7 
rancorous eccentricities." 14 
These comments merely echo the general tone of the reviews in 1937 when 
Primitivism !!!.2 Decadence first appeared. The Saturday Review found the work a 
Ifcollection of individual remarks rather than a rational sequence of 
thought. ,,15 The Nation observed: Winters is "narrow, dogmatic, paroChial; • • 
• intelligence and sensibility are put to rout before the antics of a dis-
tinctly tipsy intellect.,,16 The!!! Republic UlJed metaphor: "He climbs onto 
his standard and hauls tight while he whips: the standard, 11ke all standards, 
rears" paws, and stands still" lathered for nothing ... 17 The Times Literarz 
Supplement regrets that in "seeking to analyze and condemn the lawlessness of 
modern poetry, /Winters7 has condemned Originality.II18 
- -
Such accounts of Winters I criticism are in no way adequate. Some have 
been the result of misunderstandi.ng and misreading; others have been motivated 
by deliberate bias and characterized by naue-calling and personal abuse. It 
cannot be denied that Winters' own forceful writing and occasional sarcasm 
have been partly responsible for the heated rejoinders on the part of his 
critics. But such reviewers, by' retuming sarcasm for sarcasm, by allowing 
their capacity to understand to be dulled bY' their eagerness to fight back, 
have done no one a service. Very little has been clarified and llI&l17 issues 
14Barrett, Kenzon Review, IX, p. 551. 
lSsat.urdal Review !! Literature, XVI (A.ugust 14, 1937), p. 18. 
16!ation, cmv (February 21, 1937), p. 216. 
17Richard P. Blackmur, !!! .RepubliC, XCI (Jul.y- 14, 1937), p. 285. 
18Times (London) Liter!l7 Supplement (August 7, 1937), p. 572. 
8 
have been obscured. But the issues are important ones. Winters' contribution 
to literary criticism deserves our careful 1.Ulderstanding. This present ac-
count of his critical method bas been written as a contribution to this careful 
understanding. 
I do not mean to iq>ly that Winters has never betore been treated 
sympathetically or honestly. He has had his defenders, and some of them, 
besides offering praise, have offered essays endeavoring to explain and even 
defend his critical principles. In 1941" John Crowe Ransom devoted over sixty 
pages of !!:! !!!! ... C .. ri ... t ... i .... c .. i .. Bm_ to an acCOlmt of Winters' work. Ransom's sincerity 
is unquestionable" 'but unfortunately he has only added to the contusion 
surrounding Winters' critical principles. 
Ransom has high praise for Winters' grasp of the iq>ortance or structure 
in poetry and for his sensitive analyses of the structural methods ot 
conteDporary verse. But Winters, in his opinion, has fallen a "victim of the 
moralistic illusion. "19 Ransom cannot see why Winters insists upon the "moral 
20 
relevance" of form." Winters, it would seem, regards poems without visible 
ethical content, such as nature descriptions" as essentiall.y' second-rate, "otf 
the real line ot poetry' ... 21 Winters actual.ly does no such thing, as I hope 
subsequent chapters will make clear. Ransom's contusion in this matter stems 
19John Crowe Ransom, The lew Criticism (Norfolk, Conn.: lew DirectiOns, 
1941), p. xi. - -
20zbid., p. 229. 
-
21Ibid., p. 213. 
-
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from his univocal concept of "morality." Morality in literature, in Ransom's 
mind, is literal didacticism, a. kind of "lesson for the dq." This is an 
acceptable, if narrow, notion of "morality," but it is not Winters' notion. 
Ransom concludes hie article by reducing Winters' criticism. to a structural 
22 theory of poetry, disposing or all moral implications. In other words, he 
tells us what he thinks Winters should have said, but not what he actually did 
Some of Winters' other defenders haft been more alert to his ideas and 
more sensitive in discussing them. The brief essA1S written by Donald 
TJruzrDfmd23 and Geoffrey Stone.24 and two longer studies by Keith McXean25 and 
Marshall Van Deusen26 are '1'817 helpful to the student of Winters' cn tical 
method. These essqs, however, would have gained in clarity had they 
considered Winters' mature theor;y in the light ot his earlier thought about 
poetry, and traced the line ot development. from those ear17 ;years. Winters' 
critical principles are all the more impressive and understandable when we see 
them as the result of ideas which developed slow17 and logically O'V8r the 
22Ibid., p. 267. 
-
2lDonaJ.d F. Drummond, "Ivor Winters: Reason and Moral Judgment," 
Arizona Quarter!l, V (Spring, 1949), pp. 5-19. 
2haeottrey Stone, up oetry and Morals: a Detense of Both, II ilerican 
Renew, IX (AprU, 1937), pp. )8-79. 
25Keith McKean, "Ivor Winters," The Moral Measure ot Literature (Denver: 
Swallow, 196].), pp. 98-125. - -
2~hall Van DeuBen, "In Detense of Ivor Winters," ThOl.!Sh;t, XXXII 
(Autumn, 1957), pp. 409-36. 
10 
course of ,ears, with the urgency of personal. search. His principles are also 
more impressive when they are generously complemented by 8DDples ot his 
critical practice. Critical principles, it goes without saying, are ultimatel 
proven in performance. Though they often seem rigid and narrow in the abstract 
their very 1n.f'lex1b1l1ty might enable them, in practice, to prr with all the 
more strength into individual poems, revealing tacets otherw1se unseen. But on 
this count too, Winters' defenders have been negligent. 
A third detect, which one observes in both sympathetic and U1l.S1JIPathetic 
accounts ot Winters' criticism, is the attempt to assess too much ot his wolic. 
lot only are his principles enunciated and his poetr,y criticism surveyed, but 
his critiques of novelists are also taken up, together with his evaluation of 
other literary gelU'8S, or his frequent controversies with other critics. This 
failure to limit one' s scope ot attention results in oversimplification and 
even the distortion ot Wintel"S' ideas. 
The particular goala of this present essq should therefore be apparent. 
Besides adopting a more objective approach to Winters' work than his 
detractors have taken, I shall try to make up for the few inadequacies I have 
. noted in the critical accounts written by his defenders. First of all, I will 
limit my attention chiefly to Primitivism!!!!! ... De_c_a ... de....,n-.ce ...... Winters' fundamental 
work, in 'Which appear the principles that have guided all his later criticism. 
But since IV second objective is to trace the evolution ot thi s book, I shall 
also have to devote some time to Winters' earlier essays and reviews, and to 
the principles which guided t~. Finally, in providing eX8llJples ot Winters' 
critical method in action, III.Y third objective, I shall limit my selection ot 
examples to Winters' critiques ot lyric poetr,y. It was because ot his 
U 
extensive work with this genre, as critic, poet, and teacher, that his princi-
ples or criticism first materialized; and it is in the cr1ticiSJll or poetry, 
quite understandably, that both critic and _thod show themselves to best 
advantage. 
CHAPTER II 
'1'BE ElRLY WRITINGS 
lvor Winters was born in Chicago, in mid-<>ctober of 1900. Before he was 
five, his famiJ.T moved to Seattle and later to southam C&l1£omta, where 
Winters spent his 'bo7hood ;rears. Toward the end of World War I, he again 
moved with his f&lld.lJ' back to the lJddwst and began his college ca.reer at the 
University of Chicago, a career which terminated temporarily when Winters 
contracted tuberculosis a ,.ear later. He convalesced for three 79&r8 in santa 
. Fe, and remained there for two more years teaching elementary and secondary 
school classes in a school tor the children ot the workers in the coal camps 
south of the city. His consuming interest in lyric poetrr JIlUSt surely have 
been maturing during these ,..are, for he published his first book of verse, 
1 !!!!. InmobUe~, in 1921, and wrote his tirst critical reviews for Poetrz 
in 1922, even before he resu.d his education. 
In 1923, Winters matriculated at the University of Colorado, where af'ter 
three years he received the Kaster of Arts degree in Romance languages. For 
the next two years, Winters taught Spanish and French at the University of 
Idaho, during which time he married Janet LewiS, an aspiring novelist whom he 
lIvor Winters, The Imaob11e Wind (Evanston, Illinois: Monroe lraleeler, 
~921). '!'he book was thirty-two pages long, stapled rather than bound. It is 
not readil.y' available. 
12 
13 
had met through mutual acquaintances in the Poetry' Club at the University of 
Chic ago. He returned to C&lifomia in 1927 where he began teaching and stu~ 
for the doetoral degree at Stanford UniversitT, beginning an assoeiation with 
that institution which bas lasted to the present. 
Of these years it is the period from 1920 to 1929 that primarilT interest 
the student of Winters' critical theor.r. these are the years during which, "in 
2 
a relativeq desultor;y JDImler," he began the close study' of the French and 
English lyric 1Ihich cubdnated in PrimitiviSlll ~ Decadence. 
We have little record of Winters' thought during the first halt of the 
twenties. He published about halt a dozen critical. reviews in Poetrz; but 
these essqa, though theT indicate a general familiarity with the poetic craft 
and a sexnewhat disceming taste, tail to reveal any consistent critical. _thod 
and seldom otter Te17 illu.minating comments on the poetr,r under discussion. 
Winters simplY' indicated 1Ihether he liked the poet17, and then attempted to 
define the qualities which recOllll8nded it. The attempts do not thrust home. 
ttMr. Robinson's greatness," we are told, for exuple, "lies not in the people 
of 1Ihom he bas written, but in the pertect balanoe, the infallible preoision, 
with which he has stated their oases.,,3 Winters' abiding ooncem tor pre-
cision and 'balance is evident here, but he does not sar exactq what is 
precise. He praises a certain unitT between Robinson's images and his use ot 
2 Yvor Winters, P_r.J_~ ... mi_t_ivi ...... 8D1 .....~ Decadence (lew York: Arrow, 1937), p. xi. 
ltvor Winters, "A Cool Master," Poetl7l XIX (Februar,r, 1922), p. 281. 
~~--------------------------------.------------------------------~ 
meter and r~, but ascribes the unitY' vaguely' to a "basic philosophy and 
emotional viewpoint ... 4 
Later that same year, in a review ot WUliam Carlos Williams I Sour 
-
Gr!p!s, Winters speaks with a more de.tinite critical vocabular;y. Williams 
concerns himael.t with certain phases of American lite. • • and up 
to date is not the dupe of his material. That is, be lcnows that 
stenographic reports ot snowbirds or hawthorns do not suffice. • • • 
He looks tor relations" and the sharpest -.,y to get them down.5 
. The re~ations the poet looks tor are those existing between i.map and "mean-
6 ing.tt This is a more definite articulation of the need tor poetic balance 
enunciated earlier. Winters bas assigned names to the two elements whose 
relationship must be kept in proper tocUS) but unfortunately', the terms are not 
.turther clarit:led, and the grounds tor their "sharp" relationship are not 
discussed. 
Although Winters did not. formulate a critical method during these )'ears 
prior to 1925, his vast reading of verse made him acute17 aware of what 
happens in a poem, and acquainted him with the new techniques and artistic 
goals of the contempor&17 poets. In his Master's thesis tor the University ot 
Colorado, be proposed, ambitiously' enough, to provide a "complete anal,..is of 
the mechanical structure of the l;rric .. " in order to "extend the range ot a 
poet's technique and to provide the critic with a critical viewpoint f:ru1t.f'ul. 
4 Ibid., p. 284. 
-





of accurate judgMntB." '!'he thesis does not wholly .tul.f'ill its promse. It 
concentrates almost entirely on poetic technique, and devotes but llttle 
attention to critical evaluation or to the relationship between technique and 
evaluation. 
The opening section of the work, whose tbi.rt#Y' paps constitute a third of 
the thesis' total. length, describes minutely the "Mechanics of the Poetic 
Il'lage." The bewUdering detail with which images and "anti-imaps," sense and 
thought perceptions, va described, and the exhaustive anal.ysis of the 
different ways in which theY' can be joined, seems aol'8 a display of scholarlY' 
virtUOSitY' than a practical aid to poetic understanding or criticism. Some of 
the image types described are so subtly diBtinCU1shed one trom the other as to 
have only one or two extant exuples in the whole ot English llterature. 8 In 
such instances, we are lett not with a useful. detini.tion of a new rhetorical 
device, but with onl.;y an abstract, and JIlOl'8 or less inadequate, description of 
a single poet's use of metaphor or meter. The ultimate value of these an .. 
al.yses, however, need not concern us here; tor it is an issue Winters dropped, 
7Yvor Winters, ".1 Method ot Critical Approach to Works of Literature, 
Based Primarily on a StucV ot the Lyric in French and English" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Dept. of Romance Languages, univerSitY' ot Colorado, 192$), 
p. 1. 
80M t1P8 of 1mage, for eDl'qp1e, is Itcomposed ot two ph7sical tacts, each 
fused with the sound, and, while neither fused with each other nor cOlllDlnting 
upon each other, altering and defining each other's value quite definitelY', 
simply by' the juxtaposition of their Ph7sical qualities or bY' the action of the 
ane upon the other: ''!'be uidens taste! and str&7 impassioned in the 




I after two subsequent unpublished revisions, "since their interest appears to be 
lone purely of rhetoric. tt9 
I i The second part ot the thesis, "Notes on the Mechanics ot the Mood in 
! 
,Lyrical COJI4>0sition," together with the "Specimens or ~is," comprises a 
I much more important part or Winters· development as a critio, and displays a 
I I more proti table use ot his analytic skills. This is the first draft ot the 
,I I an.a.1.1Sis ot structural methods, an anaqais .lieh will pass through two 
i I revisions to play a very important role in Primitivism !!.!! Decadence. 
~ 
Winters distinguishes tive methods ot lyric composition: the "Scattered, 
'Wbich develops a single idea through repetition or rephrasingj the '1r .. ogical,1I in 
I tmich image and idea proceed according to an inevitable, reasoned developmentj 
I I the "Psychological, It in Whioh the connections between the parts ot the poem are 
I "lowered" so that the ordered movement is similar to a dream. or revery; the 
i 
"Double Mood" It in which two states or mind are played against each other within 
a single structural method; the "Double Method, It in which two methods are used 
I 10 ! alternately. A detailed consideration ot these methods wUl be more 
j I fittingly undertaken when the whole analysis is treated in its final revision 
I as an integral part of Winters' tully developed critical method. The 
~ I ! important thing to observe here is that Winters presents these structural 
methods without considering their relative value. 10 sincle method, nor any 
poem used to Ulustrate a method" receives a trace of adverse c!'iticism. With 
9wtnters, Primitivism, p. xii. 
lOwtnterB, itA Method of Critical Approach," pp. 31-39. 
"M,'1:~.;r~',:-----""""------""""--------------------1 
17 
, equal enthusiasm Winters praises the traditional techniques ot Thomas lashe or 
I John Donne, and also the dream-like melancholy- ot an uperimentalist like 
Rimbaud, or the chaos and irollY' ot Gautier, LaForgue, and Eliot, who habitually 
I alternate the logical with the psychological method in a dialogue ot seU-
1 
mockery. we will tind subsequent revisions ot this essay greatly altered in 
this respect. I S1Dce Winter. - not pauoe to evaluate the poetic struct111'e8 h8 
ldescnbes, the analysis does not otter a great deal ot help to the evaluative 
critic. Winters, as a matter ot tact, devotes onl.7 tive pages to critical 
evaluation, and does not say anything incisive on &Il7 ot them. "In jlliging the 
Ivalue ot a lyric it is necessary, tirst ot all, to judge o:t its originality, 
i land it it be not original ••• the degree to which it improves upon or alters 
Ith8 Original.·ll Along with originality, th8 good lyric should be free tram 
, 
l"verbositY' and cliche;" its rhythm should have an "emotional rise and tall;" 
~ 
limages and anti-images must be handled "successfully,1t and the image value 
iShOuld be "detinite, and not ot a tacUe nature. lt12 Consideration ot these 
Icnteria enables us to make an evaluative judgment, since "as a poem approaches 
~rtection in all these areas ••• some {joems wilg strike us more than 
~thers. • •• These have exhausted more the possibilities ot the medium."l) 
These criteria ot artistiC value are more tully developed in a review o:t 
Marianne Moore's Observations which Winters wrote tor Poetry the same Y'ear he 
ll~., p. 60. 
12Ibid. 
l)Ibid., p. 61. 
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completed his thesis. The poem which most fully exhausts the possibilities ot 
t the medium is one "which contains the greatest possible imagic and symbolic 
! 
!intensity •• 14 The successful poem is one ¥bose image •• sense perceptions, and 
! sound perceptions "set into harmonious action and reaction the widest possible 
'range ot lite-connotations in the smallest possible space--it is purely a 
lmatter ot specific density."15 
i Statements like these, and others from the same review, especially when 
! I read together with certain "Miscellaneous Notes" which constitute the last 
~ 
section ot his thesis, reveal tinallY' a certain consistency in Winters' 
critical orientations during these early years. He preters poetry 
ICharocten""d by the particular, the concrete} ·the I118tapl\y8icoJ. can attain 
I imagic existence and hence the greatest possible intensity only when expressed 
j 
! 16 17 lin terms of the physical." The poet, "preoccupied with his object," 
! ~ 
should strive to present in the poem his "tusion • • • with his material, R 
in a style "not clouded b,. unessentials, • • • a speech without idiom • • • 
lwithout mannerism.,,19 Winters, in other words, though be is able to analyze 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------I I 14Yvor Winters, "HolidaY' and Da7 ot Wrath: Review ot Marianne Moore's I Observations, " Poetry, lIVI (April, 1925), p. 40. 
I 15Ibid• 
I 
17Wi.nters, "A Method of Critical Approach," p. 84. 
18~., p. 79. 
19Ibid., p. 84. 
-
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the structural techniques of more traditional. poets and is apprecia.tive of 
. their verse, personal.ly' prefers the poetic techniques of the imagist experimen-
I 
!talists, such as Miss Moore, Ezra Pound, William Carlos Williams. Pound's t 
~ 
~prinCiples at composition (ttdirect treatment of the thing; ••• to use no word 
j I that does not contribute to the presentation; • • • to compose in the sequence 
! 20 lof the musical phrase ••• not the metronome"), have influenced Winters' 
ICriticism as _11 as his own writing of poetry. 21 
j 
1 q 
20Qu0ted in a later essay of Winters, "The Extension and Reintegration of 
the Human Spirit 'l.'hrough the Poetry, Mainly French and American, since Poe and 
Baudelaire, tt The New American Caravan: A Yearbook: of .American Literature, III 
~ (New York: MacaU!Ei, 1929) J p. 395. W1D:ters ilso spe8lCs of his earli adla1ra-
Ition of Pound's theories in The Function of Criticiam, p. 12; and of the infiu ... 
ience of Pound, Moore, and Wimams on hls'Poetry In fWntieth Cent!',l7 Authors, 
ape 1535. e, 
~ 
~ 21In an issue of Stanford's literary: magazine, the SeqUOia, especially 
~dedicated to Mr. Winters (VI tJ'linter, 196!7), Don StanfordWrltes that Winters 
jpoetry, written under the ima.gist in.fluence, was "remarkable for its precise 
irhythmB and for an imagery of electric vividness." ("The Language and the 
iTruth,· p. 21) He ofters the following poem as an example, on which Winters 
first published in Poet17, IX (September, 1922), 318-19. It has never 
I appeared in any of Winters t subsequent collections of verse. 
!. Requiem ~ ~ Hel'llOIL of Bees !!¥! "1RChigan 
A brown £lowering tree 
On twU1ght 
Was but a farther spinning ot 
the sprinkled blackbirds. 
A woman walking, 
The evening ~, 
Her dress among low blossoma. 
Among low blossoma 
Lake water hlll'JJlQi ng. 
i 
20 
After completing his graduate studies at the University of Colorado, 
1rlinters continued vrriting critical reviews for the literary magazines, but 
! devoted most of his attention to his own verse. He was, as he would describe 
lhimSelf later, fta minor disciple of William Carlos Williams, doing little 
i 22 I impressionistic notes on landscapes." By 1927, however, when he resumed 
I studies, this tiDe at Stanford, Winters was beginning to see serious limitation 
I in the imagist techniques he was using. When he had first leamed them from 
.; 
! 
iEzra Pound, they had "seemed new; R but now Winters realized that they were 
. theories of poetry which merely restated "principles 1ibich had been flourishing 
for over two centuries: the corrosive principles of eighteenth century 
~ sentimental-romanticism /iic7 and associationism ... 23 He had exhausted such ~ - -~ I principles; they of.tered no .further room for poetiC developnent. !magic 
~ j intensity was tuming into madness. "Winters' free verse was becoming 
~ i f'! 
1--------------------------------------------------------
I.·· 22Yvor Winters, ttThe Poet and the University: A Reply," Poetrz, LXXV 
I(December, 1949), p. 176. 






I n i I irrational to the point at hyuteria •• 24 
! Winters tumed now to poetic toms that _re more traditional, "p&rticu-
~ ! larl;y the sonnet, the heroic couplet, and the iambic line of three or tour 
I feet. ,,2, The demands of such tOl'll8 became for him a means of disciplining and 
~l ! controlling experience, of confronting the temptation to h;ysteria without 
~ ~ 24stanrord, Sequoia, VI, p. 22. The following is an example at Winters' i later free verse, to illustrate what Stanford means. The title is "See Los 
jAngeles First." It appeared in Transition, n (December, 1927), p. 1)0, and in 
I Winters , small collection, The Proot, "Songs of Tod&)" Series, 1930," (lew York~ 
ICOW&rd-McC&nn, 1930),W. l7:nJ.-Rosytingered cocklehouses 
• ! burst from bu:ming 
! rock red plaster holl;yhocks i i api t crackling mamas 
! tickled pink , 
on tiptoe 
yawn into the dew.r dawn 
dark wettish plusb7 lawn 
MIZPAH 
The Temple glittergates 
Ask God He Knows 
o pyramid of Sunoi! Dates 
The mockingbird is singing 
eighty languages a minute 
swinging by his toes from 
highpower 
jagged geometric currents 
roar along aluminum gashed 
out at gulleys rending 
night to one blind 
balo for your cold 
concrete Egyptian nakedness 
o watertowr of cleanliness 
2'StantOrd, Sequoia, VI, p. 22. 
,:,.,~[O"~;e!~~------~-----"""----------------' 
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giving in to it. Furthermore, the use of abstract statement, so common in 
traditional forms, enabled him to handle more serious and complex material. 
These were discoveries Winters made as a poet trying to come to terms 
with human experience in the modern world of the late Tuenties. But such 
discoveries also affected his reading, teaching, and criticism of literature. 
;A lengthy essay which Winters published in the American Caravan Yearbook for 
~ 
; 1929, clumsily' titled "The Extension and Reintegration of the Human Spirit 
j Through the Poetry, Mainly French and American, Since P os and Baudelaire, n 
~ 
1 ! reveals this new critical mentality_ 
I 
g Winters no longer believes that it is enough for a poet to be intensely 
~ 
'I 
';"preoccupied with his object." rhis emotional and sensory relationship with 
t 
;the world must be brought under the guidance and control of a mature, rational 
;,! 
junderstand1ng of that world. When such an act of understanding is present in 
r 
" 1the poem, the process of composition can be described as an act of "spiritual. 
s 
: 26 27 1 discipline, " a "moral assertion," a "subtle an:l powerful. manifestation of 
I 
lthe spirit. tt28 Rather than yielding to revulsion or despair in the face of the 
~ 
" 
:chaos of modern times, the artist reduces this chaos to order, "organizes it 
1 ~to a d3namic attitude or state of mind, "29 proving that he is "morally 
'1 
26winters, "Extension and Reintegration," p. 361. 
27Ibid., p. 363. 
-
28Ibid., p. 367. 
-
29 ~., p. 362. 
, ____ ~-. ______ --__________ --D----------------------~----~ 
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superior to the facts of life." The creation of a poem is a "1IlOral evalua-
tion, ,,)1 and a triumph of spirit over matter--a triumph available only to the 
poet who is willing to struggle toward understanding, which stl"llggle will be 
,evident in the discipline and spiritual control of the poetic line. 
Such a "manti'estation of the spirit" cannot be attained with every 
technique of composition. In the second section of the ~ftc,!! Caravan essay, 
Winters again analyses the "Mechanics of the Mood;" but what in the Master's 
thesis had been a "sympathetic elucidation ot the methods of the Experimental 
poets" was now "an elucidation of their short_Comings.,,32 Some of these 
methods, 'Winters asserts, betray a spiritually' weak attitude of mind on the 
part of the poet: 
The pqehological or dream method is defini tel,- subversi va unless 
modified b7 a strong intellectual substructure &8 well as a rigid 
technique. • •• 'l'he alternation of mood as a consistent system 
is a trifle childish • • • lind! tends to an interpretation of the 
universe in black and white -an(l t-n.thout perspective.33 
Winters devotes special attention to the weaknesses he finds in the 
"naive" principles of "the imagist program. 1t Pound's imagist theor;y was 
"concerned with nothing 1IlOre than a few elementary principles of st,-le.,,34 
3O:rbid., p. 363. 
-
32Winters, Primitivism, p. xi. 
33winters, "Extension and Reintegration, II pp. 403, 392. 
34 ~., p. 397. 
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It produced poems that dealt "with a simple concrete experience that has no 
: ulterior significance--that is, its meaning is purely literal, regardless of 
the amount of related but not obviously included experience that may be awak-
,ened by it.r.3> Great poetry, however, should not merely intensity a concrete 
experience, but should "organize experience into something .tiner, more accurate 
than it was ... 36 It should offer "that most imporl#ant of artistic phenomena, 
'the relation of the balanced and unified individual to the facts of 
existence. ,,37 
During this s_ year, 1929, Winters began publishing his short-lived 
, 
~ (four issues) quarterly, the Gz!'2Sco;ee, in which he planned to exemplify the 
literary ideals described in the American caravan essq. Its editorial policy 
.. declared open warfare against hall fonns of spiritual extroversion • • • and 
; emotional expansionism," and pranised to present the works ot young; poets and 
iprose writers whose "stylistic preCision" manifested their "spiritual. precision 
! and strength. ,,38 
In a short essq entitled "Notes on Contemporar,y Criticism," published 
in the third issue of tle Gyroscope, Winters described the phUosophy of life 
35Ibid., p. 398. 
-
36zbid. 
37Ibid., p. 401. 
-
38Yvor Winters, Janet Lewis, and Howard Baker, An Untitled statement 
by the Editors of the Gl1"08cope, ~scope, I (May, 1929), p. 19. 
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grounding his critical principles. The Greeks, he tells us, and especially 
Aristotle, have shown that man can rationally determine Good and Evil and rule 
'his life accordingly. "Good rests in the power of rational selection in 
; 
\ action." But to gratify desires which one knows to be unjust is to "cease to 
dive as a man." To live by emotion is to live mechanistically.39 Though he 
cannot yet explain precisely what he means, 'Winters believes that there is a 
direct correlation between a poet's submission as an artist to a traditional 
technique of composition and his submission as a man to a rationally deter-
)mined standard of moral conduct. For not only human reason, but also "the form 
,. 
~of art are ••• satisfactory means of evaluating the phenomena of life.,,40 
Further on in these same "Notes," Winters stresses that he does not wish 
;!to be considered a disciple of the neo-humanistic movement sired by Irving 
i Babitt. Although he would later admit a "general indebtedness" to Babbitt, 41 
the indebtedness reveals itself only in Winters' concern for a Itcontrolled and 
lharmonious life, 1t42 and in his distrust of Romantic philosophy and critical 
I 
ltheory, two convictions which may well be due to Babbitt's influence. But nth 
respect to literary criticism, Winters and Babbitt adopted fundamentally 
different viewpoints. Winters' primary interest was literature and the ability 
. 39yvor Winters, Blotes on Contemporary Criticism," Gyroscope, I 
HNovember, 1929), pp. 26-28. 
4Owinters, Lewis, and Baker, GyroscOE!, I, p. 19. 
41winters, Primitivism, p. xii. 
42Winters, "Notes," Gyroscope, I, No.3, p. 27. 
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"of literary form to clari.t"y and evaluate human experience. Babbitt was 
primarily a humanist, concerned with literature secondarily as propaganda for 
the furthering of proper ethical principles. He was not particularly sensitive 
to fine poetry. His ventures into practical literary criticism were heavy-
handed, literal-minded attacks on a poet's ideology, with little reference to 
.. the poet's artistic technique. 43 Babbitt, in other words, judged a man's 
.poetry by his ethics. Winters would "prefer to judge a man's ethics by his 
. poetry. ,,44 
And yet how should this judgment be made? How does the ethical im&g1na-
tion enter poetry? These questions do not receive satisfactory answers in 
either the American caravan essay or the "Notes on Contemporary Criticism." 
:;The new ideas of spiritual discipline and moral evaluation are tossed about 
;imprecisely; they receive repetition instead of development, and do not really 
;jprovide a basis for principles of practical criticism. These essays are 
transitional and possess a muddied mixture of past and present ideas. Win·ters 
~ 
himself' has described "The Extension and Reintegration of the Human Spirit" as 
redundant and full or error. ,,45 
Both essays, however, together with the Master's thesis, retain historic 
43Cf. Keith F. McKean, "Irving Babbitt," The Moral Measure of Literature 
(Denver: Swallow, 1961), pp. 49-69, especially pp. ~9. cr. wo Winters, j7 Function of Criticism, .Eo. 12: "Babbitt had a way of saying stupid things 
1a out great poems. • •• /He7 all too often misunderstood fine poems. It 
.; _ ... 
44W1nters, "Notes," Gzroscope, I, No.3, p. 28. 
4'winters, Primitivism, p. xii. 
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value as a part of the slow development of Winters' mature critical theory. 
; They indicate that his principles of moral criticism evolved. from a caretul., 
" 
. cri tioal analysis ot the poetic structure and from his own conscientioU8 work 
i as a poet. Winters did. not approach literature as a dogmatic moralist who 
judged poems on the basis of their correot morel platitudes. He was a 
praotioal critic who gradually discovered that poetic form is an inevitable 
manitestation ot the human spirit, and that poetic excellence is directly 
: dependent upon the excellence and maturity ot that human spirit we call the 
CHAPTER III 
THE CRITICAL THEORY: POETRY AS EVALUATION 
From 1929 to 1934, Yvor Winters continued teaching English at Stanford 
University, and at the same time worked toward his doctoral degree. This 
latter endeavor demanded, of course, that he write an acceptable dissertation; 
while the teaching commitment made it necessary for him to clarify in his own 
mind the new literary principles he had been formulating for the past several 
years. In 1933 Mr. Winters completed the work which .fult"illed both exigencies 
In itA Study or the Post-Romantic Reaction in J..yrical Verse," he clarified the 
literary ideals of the Gy!oscope and the American Caravan essay and outlined a 
fully developed theory of poetic composition md criticism. 
In the foreword to his dissertation, Winters defines the post-Romantic 
Experimentalists as poets who were making a "conscious effort to correct the 
laxity and shallowness of Romantic style and sentiment, without any clear 
understanding of the defects in Romantic thought which gave rise to that style 
1 
and sentiment. It Winters, however, tried to be more attentive to these 
, defects. In the dissertation itself he does not pause to explicate them, 
stating simply that "~ objections to romantic philosophy are generallY of a 
lYvor Winters, "A Study of the Post-Romantic Reaction in Lyrical Verse an 
Incidentally in Certain other Foms" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Dept. of 
English, Stanford University, 1933), p. 4. 
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sort made f'amiliar in recent years by such critics as Irving Babbitt, Ramon 
2 Femendez, T. S. Eliot, Julien Benda, and Allen Tate." In the f'oreword to 
In Def'ense of' Reason, however, Winters explains more f'ully these def'ects of' 
- -
Romanticism. We might prof'itably consider them here. 
The def'ects in Romantic thought, as Winters saw them, were serious ones. 
Based largely on the philosophy of' the German transcendentalists, the 
Romantic view of' lif'e regarded man as a self'-suf'f'icient creative f'orce, 
according to whose impulses the transcendental world-soul expresses itself' 
externally in a material, pantheistic universe. B.1 ref'lecting on itself' as 
objectif'ied in the changing f'ace of' that universe, this world-soul comes to 
understand itself'. In the same way, the human spirit understands itself' 
through coIllllUllion with the natural universe and achieves self'hood by living 
according to natural desires. As a result of' such a theory, we f'ind, quite 
understandably, an exaggerated reverence f'or the noble savage, the cult of' 
primitivism, and a morality based on sensibility. Implicit in these Romantic 
preoccupations is the belief' "that if' man will rely upon his impulses, he 
will achieve the good lif'e. ,,3 
In the theor.y or literature arising f'rom this view of' man and the 
universe, a poem is simply the expression of' the poet's power£'ul f'eelings, 
and "is valuable because it enables us to share the experience of' a man who 
2 Ibid., p. 10. 
-
.3winters, In Def'ense, p. 8. 
----...... 
)0 
has let himself go, who has expressed his feelings, without hindrance, as he 
4 has found them at a given moment. It Analysis and evaluation of the poem can 
be nothing more than the elucidation of its adequacY' to the poet I s state of 
mind about something. Thus M. H. Abrams finds "the persistent recourse to the 
poet to explain the nature and criteria of poetry, n to be one of the un1f'ying 
elements among all the nineteenth centur,y Romanticisms. 5 Romanticism is a 
form of subjectivism. In the hands of its best artists, the theory can lead 
to works of lasting value; but in the hands of weaker men it leads to puerile 
optimism, sentimentalism, and moral degeneracy • UnfortunatelY', the Romantic 
theory itself maY' not castigate these failings. This would bring an objective 
norm upon the scene, a criterion outside the poet, thus denying the fundamen-
tal tenets of the theory. 
In opposi'tion to the Romantic view of life, Winters offers his own 
philosophy', based on "ethical prejudices" which, as 'We have already- discovered 
from his essay in the Gyroscope, "are of an Aristotelian-Christian varietY'. ,,6 
He proposes that the only way to escape the deficiencies of Romanticism would 
be to assert the existence of objective norms according to which human lite 
must be lived. His position is that of the "absolutist, It who "believes in the 
4~., p. 8. 
~eyer Howard. Abrams, The Mirror and the~: Romantic TheOry !!!!! 2 
Critical Tradition (New YorK: oXl'ora,~m; p:-7. 
6winters, "The Post-Romantic Reaction," p. 10. 
",c.,_~,~~_ ....... ____ ....... __ ....... _________________ .......1 
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existence of absolute truths and values." He does not, however, believe 
"that he personally has free access to these absolutes and that his own 
judgments are final; but he does believe that such absolutes exist and that 
it is the duty of every man and of every society to endeavor as far as lIIIq 
8 be to approx::tmate them. II 
Since truth and goodness are objective realities, life is the process of 
understanding them and of making choices according to one's understanding. 
This sort of absolutism, Winters admits, 
implies a theistic position. • • • I see no way to escape this 
conclusion. I merely wish to point out that Jrf1' critical and 
moral notions are derived from the observation of literature and 
life, and that D17 theism is derived from D17 critical and moral 
notions. I did not proceed from the opposite direction.9 
The sentences just quoted conclude Winters' foreword to !!! Defense ~ 
Reason. They reaffirm. a point made in the preceding chapter: 10 that Winters 
is first a poetry critic, and only secondarily a moralist. It was the defects 
in Romantic style that led him to discover the defects in Romantic thougLt; 
and similarly, his own search for a better style o:f composition led him to 
formulate his "absolutlurll, It and ultimately, his "theism." Even though, in the 
interests of clarity, and following Winters' own lead, I have discussed his 
view of life first, we may not forget that Winters' wom proceeded 
7Winters, !! Defense, p. 10. 
BIbid• 
9 14. Ibid., p. 
-
10Above, p. 26. 
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inductivelY': from rhetorical analY'sis, to poetic theory, to a philosophy" of 
life. 
Now that we have secured a footing in Mr. Winters' universe, we can more 
profitablY' scrutinize his poetics. The first chapter of the dissertation, 
"The MoralitY' of Poetry-," presents the theory itself; the following four 
chapters concern the practical use of the theory- and its critical implications 
With some minor alterations and rearrangel8lts, these chapters constituted the 
whole of the 1937 edition of PrindtiviSlll and Decadence.ll Winters has often 
-_ ....... _--
restated his poetical principles at the outset of his more important critical 
essay-s; so I have drawn on some of these capsule statements in the following 
presentation, since theY' occasionallY' clarity' what Winters is saying in "The 
MoralitY' of Poetry-. H 
In the most elementary- terms, Winters t .fundamental assertion, and I 
think it a highly- defensible one, is that a poem Hoffers us new perceptions • 
• • of human experience. H12 The implication behind these words is that the 
poet has had a personal understanding of, or insight into, an area of human 
experience, as well as the creative intelligence and patience required to ex-
press the inSight in the poetic medium. But just as anY' inSight, whether 
~roughout this discussion I will refer to the reprint of Primitivism 
and Decadence appearing in In Defense of Reason, pp. 15-150. This is the more 
readil7 iViIiable text. The oliii excePtions Will be the occasional references 
to the short introduction to the 1937 edition, pp. xi-xiii, which was not 
reprinted in the later book. 
12W1nters, !!! Defense, p. 17. 
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scientific or artistic, is understood only in the process of conceptualisation 
or objectification, so the poet's insight is not perfectly grasped at once, 
only to be copied down on paper. The process of shaping or expressing the 
"new perception" in the form of a poem is itself the poet's act of understand-
ing hWllan experience,; am that perception is not fully grasped until the 
expression is complete: "The very exigencies of the medium as Lihe poet;! 
employs ~ !! ~ ~ 2! perception should force him to the discovery of 
values he never would have found without the convening of all the conditions 
of that particular act.,,13 (Italics mine.) 
A poem then is the fonmiLation of a "rational • • • statement in words 
about a human experience. ,,14 At first glance, this is a painfull.T bare and 
imperceptive description of the creative process, one which fails to distin-
guish poetry from a psychological or ethical treatise. The awesome reality of 
man's mortality, for example, might be expressed in a declarative sentence of 
no great length; or it might be expressed in several sentences, beginning 
"Because I could not stop for Death," as Emily Dickinson has done. If we call 
both utterances "statements," we have not said very much about the nature of 
the poem as distinct from an ordinary sentence. On the other hand, if you 
wish to call Thomas Hardy" s short lyric, "Hew Year's Eve," a statement in 
words, you are nonetheless prevented from calling that statement wholly 
rational, unless you wish to adopt a theology' of pessimistic fatalism, and to 
13Ibid. 
-
14Winters, Function, pp. 161, 26. 
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i ~ I ... ert that the only intelligibility in the universe is its absurdity. Not 
everyone is prepared to do this; Winters surely is notl although "New Year's 
Eve" is a poem he values highly. It should be at once evidentl therefore I 
that Winters cannot mean "rational" and "statement" in their most ordinary 
sense. We shall have to come to same understanding ot the words as Winters 
uses them. 
Consider first the tem "statementl " a word Winters uses "in a very 
inclusive sense."l5 Literary works as diverse as the Iliad, Macbethl "To the 
Virgins to Make Much of Time, It are all statements. That is, all three are 
composed of words which present some rationally apprehensible content. The 
same is true of a poem like Stevens' "Domination of Black," or Pound's ! 
~ 2! Thirty Cantos, even though in these works the order ot the words and 
images is not always logical, the content not clearly paraphrasable. Poems, 
Winters means to say, are words about something. Insofar as poems tend to be 
about nothing, they fall short of perfection and become trivial or valueless. 
Winters is careful to distinguish these poetic statements about human 
experience from scientific statements about the optic nerves or ethical 
principles about social justice. The poet does not present the simple factual 
content of the poem for its own sakej he is not concemed merely with para-
phrasable ideas. He objectifies in the work of art his teeling--his total 
human response of inte.llect I will, and emotion--toward these facts or ideas he 
has experienced. The poet objectifies what it is like to experience humanly; 
l5Ibidel p. 26. 
-
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he offers a way of feeling about something. 
This unique expression of the poet is possible because words, besides 
being able to denote rational meaning, also possess powers of connotation. 
Words have a feeling content, which together with meter, rhyme, and other 
mechanical devices of prosody, allow the poet to fashion a "new word, It a total 
experience. 
Such a word • • • is composed of an almost fluid complex • • • of 
relationships between words, a relationship involving rational 
content, cadences, rhymes, juxtaposition, literar,y and other 
connotations, inversions, and so on, almost indefinitely. These 
relations, it should be obvious, extend the poet's vocabular,y 
incalculably. They partake of the fluidity and unpredictabUity 
of experience and so provide a means of treating experience with 
precision and freedom.16 
Since there are two aspects to the completed poem--what it is about, and 
the poet's response to that "what"--we will discover the "rationality" of the 
poem in the proper balancing of these two aspects. 
In each work there is a content which is rationally apprehensible, 
and each worle endeavors to communicate the emotion which is 
appropriate to the rational apprehension of the subject. The work 
is thus a ~nt, rational and emotional of the experience-:tliit 
is, a comp~moral juagment-rDsofar as the work is successful.17 
(Italics mine.) 
This evaluative relationship of the motive, or content of a poem, with its 
16winters, !!! Defense, p. 19. 
17Winters, Fmction, p. 19. Winters uses "moral" here as the Christian 
philosopher mderstands the tierm: a moral judgment is one made with advert-
ence to an absolutely obligating norm of living. The "norm" is the natural 
law, those prinCiples, known by right reason, by lilich man achieves his per-
fection, or the fulness of humanity--natural beatitude, and ultimately the 
BeatifiC Vision. Winters has called Thomistic Christian philosophy "the most 
thorough and defensible moral and phUosophical system that the world has 
known." (In Defense, p. 374.) 
----
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emotion, as embodied in the form of the poem, is itself the poet's perception, 
his insight, his poetic objectification of a human experience. When motive 
and emotion are balanced, the experience is rational; when emotion is inade-
quately motivated, the experience is sentimental, false, or even insane.18 
Poetry then is moral evaluation. 
The moral imagination "gets into poetry,,19 by way of torm. The search 
for the proper words, for their proper arrangement, for the proper lISter, and 
for the necessary deviations from that meter--this is the shaping of the 
human response, the act of evaluation. It can be stated further that a poet's 
characteristic formal excellence is the refiection of his mature abUity to 
evaluate experience, to understand it tor what it is worth; and "it may have 
been an important means by which the poet arrived at a realization of 
spiritual control" in the first place. 20 
Thus we see that the poet, in stri vine toward an ideal of poetic form 
at which he has arrived through the stud;y of other poets, is actually 
striving to perfect a moral attitude toward that range of experience 
of which he is aware. Such moral attitudes are contagious •••• 
The presence of Bard;y and Arnold, let us say • • • should make it 
easier to write good poetry • • • by providing standards ot sound 
feeling, to test the soundness of our own poems, lindl, since their 
range of experience is very wide, they should a1d-us -; as we are able 
to enter and share their experience, to grow into regions that 
l8Cf. Jesuit theologian Robert W. Gleason: "The adult should be able to 
integrate his emotions into his personality, keeping them firmly under the 
control of reason and in contact with objective values." And again, "The 
emotions play an 1ni>ortant role in man' slife. Most mental diseases, for 
instance.l.. are based upon an excess or a deviation of emotion. It (To Live Is 
Christ {NeW York: Sheed and Ward, 19607 pp. 69, 71.) - - -
.................. - -
19winters, Primitivism, p. xii. 
2Owinters, !2 Defense, p. 21. 
21 
we ha.d not previously mastered or perhaps even discovered. 
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It would be a misunderstanding, however, to accuse Winters of naively 
adopting a dualistic creative process in which a poet tirst chooses his subjec 
matter and then proceeds to treat it "morally," adding an emotional coloring 
ot motivated emotion. Rather it is in one act ot composition, in one search 
tor torm, that the poet both detines the content ot his poem and discovers the 
just evaluation, creating in that single act the objectification of a human 
experience. We cannot separate torm trom content; it is the content which is 
tormed. Even betore the poet begins to write, content and torm exist together 
in his tirst vague inspiration, waiting to be precisely set down. 
The poet has, tor example, a certain subject area: death, envy J the 
sight ot Madrid, delirium, the taste ot tobacco-anything in the vast 
complexus of human experience--!!!!! an "emotional response created by the 
22 
original experience ••• immediate, provisional, and contused." In torming 
the experience, the poet "simultaneously" clarities the emotion, because it is 
inseparable trom the torm which embodies it.23 The shaping ot the experience, 
the search tor torm, the evaluation of the experience--all are the same act. 
And so, tor.mal. detects are detects in moral evaluation. As Geotfrey Stone put 
it, "tJ.t the evaluatio!!T manifested in the verse is repugnant to reason and 
experience, the poetry has a serious detect, not only morally, but also 
21Ibid., p. 23. 
-
22Ibid., p. 521. 
-




technically, for the poet has, so to apeak, either failed to use certain 
24 
chords he might have struck, or has struck them in an inept manner. tI 
It will be helpful to examine two poems at this point to demonstrate con-
cretely two different poets' evaluation of experience, and to indicate how 
formal elements can contribute to such an evaluation. For the sake of brevity 
and clarity, oversimplification will be inevitable. Consider first a poem _ 
have referred to earlier: Thomas Hardy's "lew Year's Eve." 
"I have finished another year," said God, 
"In grq, green, white and brown; 
I have strewn. the leaf upon the sod, 
Sealed up the worm within the clod, 
And let the last sun down." 
"And what's the good of it?1I I said, 
"What reasons made you call 
From formless void this earth we tread, 
When nine-And-ninety can be read 
Why nought should be at all? 
"Yea, Sire; wb;r shaped you us, 'who in 
This tabernacle groan'--
It ever a joy be found herein, 
Such joy no man had wished to win 
If he had never known!" 
Then he: "~labors--logicless-­
You ~ explain; not I: 
Sense-sealed I have wrought, without a guess 
That I evolved a Consciousness 
To ask for reasons why. 
"strange that ephemeral creatures who 
By my own ordering are. 
Should see the shortness of my view, 
Use ethic tests I never knew, 
Or made provision fori" 
24aeof.f'rey Stone, "Poetry and Morals: a Defense of Both, It .American 
Review, IX (April, 1937), p. 67. 
He sank to raptness as of yore, 
And opening New Year's Day 
Wove itby' rote as theretofore, 
And went on working evermore 
In his unweeting W8.7. 
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What is "New Year's Eve" about? What is the poet's central idea, and how 
does he handle it? He does not write simply about God, or about creation, or 
about lack of trust; he attempts to present the experience or hopeless, 
fatalistic pessimism. '!'he value of the poem does not at all depend upon the 
objective grounds for such a religious conviction, but on the evaluation of 
that conviction. Is the experience of pessimism validly presented.? Although 
the poem's evaluative attitude is hardly translatable in terms of percentages 
(nine-tenths despair, one-tenth defiance), I believe that the poet has his 
subject matter in perfect control; his "new perception" is valid, in proper 
focus. 
To begin with, the poet does not claim comfort from his religious philos-
ophy; nor doea he try to avoid the bitter consequences of his position by 
seizing the upper hand in his short dialogue with God. Having conceived a 
God of loveless, unconcerned, and total power, he evokes that God conSistently 
and compellingly in the cold haughtiness of the first, fourth, and fifth 
stanzas. The terse phrases in lines sixteen and seventeen are brutally 
crushing, and reminiscent of the smug "grq, green, white and brown" of the 
second line. The click of the unnerving, heavily emphasized rhyme scheme 
further adds to God's aloofness; so does the Creator's reference to man as a 
mere "ConSCiousness," an "ephemeral creature." 
The second and third stanzas are a peculiarly subtle combination of the 
protagonist's bitter anger at the injustice of the situation, and his calm, 
reasoned self-control in the face of his inabil~tT to alter the situation. 
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The bitterness is evident in the triple repetition ot his question (lines 
five, six, eleven), in the almost sarcastic h;yperbole of lines nine and ten, 
in the spiteful quoting of Scripture in God's face (lines eleven and twelve), 
and in the terrible, but seemingly irrefutable, logic of the argument in lines 
thirteen to fifteen. The selt-control, on the other hand, is conveyed in the 
formal precision of the lines. Although the placing of the caesura, the 
phrase lengths, the basic iambic foot are all greatly varied throughout these 
two stanzas, the meter holds together and the stanzas remain clear units. The 
diction is straight-forward, matter-of-fact; and, with the exception of line 
eight, there are no wasted words or vague connotations. 
The poet's attitude in the final stanza adequately concludes the poem. 
Here is neither weak submission nor unmotivated def1nace, but a controlled 
acceptance of the situation as he sees it, with the hint of an angry, but 
suppressed (as it ought to be in the face of such a God) retort in the between 
the-teeth grind of "rote" and "his unweet1ng way." 
William Ernest Henley's "Invictus" offers an interesting contrast to 
Hardy's poem. Both works present their author's basic religious conviction, 
but Henley's is one of hearty optimism. 
Out of the night that covers me, 
Black as the Pit from pole to pole, 
I thank whatever gods lfJII:,f be 
For my unconquerable soul 
In the feU clutch of circumstance 
I have not winced nor cried aloud. 
Under the bludgeonings of chance 
My head is bloody, but unbowed. 
Beyond this place of wrath and tears 
Looms but the horror of the shade, 
And yet the menace of the years 
Finds, and shall find me, unafraid. 
It matters not how strait the gate, 
How charged with punishments the scroll, 
I am the master of rrr:f fate: 
I am the captain of rrr:f soul. 
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The rousing vigor of these lines stems principally from the poet's heavy 
diction and nambo;yant rhetoric (e.g., lines two, five, eight, twelve, 
fifteen, and sixteen). Atter several readings, however, the heroic courage 
the lines may have at first conveyed by the novelty of their noise dwindles 
to bombast. The ideas in the poem are too vague and confused to hold the 
rhetorical devices together; there is really nothing underneath all the fury. 
The poet, for example, shouts his firm defiance with the words "clutch" 
and "bludgeonings"; but the shout is a bit silly against things as inade-
quat ely designated as "chance" and "circumstance." "The feU clutch of 
circumstancelf evokes nothing more frightening than harsh consonants, yet the 
poet is proud at not having Itwinced nor cried. If Bravery remains spineless 
~ unless we know what one is brave in the face of. "Wrath and tears," "the 
horror of the shade," the "menace of the years, It are not difficult to face; 
they are hollow, undeveloped references. The poet does not understand the 
struggle he faces; his courage is unmotivated and unconvincing. 
The place of the "gods" in the poem is sadly ambiguous. In the first 
stanza, the poet professes to believe in his origin from some sort of fate or 
divinity, though he is not sure about that divinity's power or Significance. 
By the last stanza, however, having done little more than stup his foot 
about the matter, he convinces himself that he alone is the captain and 
"'""",----_ .............. _---_ ............... _------------------..... 
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master of his existence. Now poetry can be written about the religious ex-
perience of the believer, the atheist, or the skeptic, but not about all 
three at the same time. Had Henley made up his mind, his poem might have 
made more sense, and its feeling have been more explicable. 
"New Year's Eve," then, is a successful poem. The experience is 
balanced, in focus. "Invictus," however, lays claim to heroism in the face of 
inadequately defined perils and draws spiritual security from what is at best 
an ambiguous relationship with a supreme deity. 'I'he poet deceives himself; 
the experience 1s not fully human. The poem is out of focus, and might be 
termed "immoral." 
But a qualification is in order. A poet's failure to adjust emotion (or I form) to subject matter will not al.wa,y" be an evaluation as seriously 













slight matter: a poorly chosen word, the use of a cliche, or an occasional 
mishandling of meter. There are few works over which some critic or other 
could not quibble; but surely none of them would argue that a small flaw 
vitiates the whole. 
Again, perhaps the experience evaluated is one that is morally in-
different--the human response to a rural landscape, for example. '!'he result-
ing poem might be thought sentimental by some, or childish, or obscurely 
melancholy. The judgment of the critic may depend heavily on taste, depending 
on his antecedent bias in the matter of rural landscapes. There should be, 
however, no arbitrary evaluative bias in more serious matters. Things like I love, death and immortality, God, human happiness, moral choice--these are 
I not indifferent matters, and the poet who wishes to deal with them is limited 
"-----__ -----1 
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I by the ver,y nature of his chosen subject; just as the painter who wishes to ! work with yell"" and mauve and purple i8 limited in hi. _ment of the 
I colors b,y their intrinsic values, and the musician writing in D major must be 
! 
I ver,y careful about inserting chorda in D sharp minor. In dealing with subject i such as these, no haphazal'd choice or meter or image will be sufficient. 
I Coming to 'Wlderstand and give artistic form and evaluation to such experiences I I will be a. difficult matter; yet the resulting poem, if it is successful, will 
j I be much more valuable than the simple nat.ure ictrll. Such poems have great 
J 
, power over us because they embody a hl.'llll&n experienoe that is both important 
and also difficult to understand without the poet ts insight. I lIOuld not 
want to call Shakespeare a didactic poet, but I think there is much truth in 
the statement that we learn more about the evil of murderous ambition from 
Hac beth than we do from a textbook in moral theology. 
And how, one may wonder, can Shakespeare evaluate these actions truly 
except from the position of a moralist? To evaluate a particular Sin, 
one must understand the nature of sin; and to fix in language the 
feeling, detailed and total, appropriate to the action portrt.)"8d, one 
must have a profound understanding not only of language, for 
language cannot be understood vi thout reference to that which it 
represents; not only of the characters depicted, but of one t s own 
feelings as well; and such understanding will not be cultivated ver,y 
far without a real grasp of theoretic morality.25 
If a poet, therefore, evaluates human experience, what is the role of the 
critic? In an introciuctor,y chapter to !!!! Anatollll ~ Nonsense, Winters has 
stated explicitly the five steps of the critical process. The first three of 
these are not unusualj most thorough poetr,y explications would follow them. 
25winters, !!!. Defense, p. 516. 
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The first step demands an investigation of "such historical or biographical 
knowledge as may be necessary in order to understand the mind and method of 
the writer." The second consists in an analysis of his literary theories, 
insofar as this helps us "understand and evaluate what he is doing. It The 
third step is a paraphrase of the poem, and a ltrational critique" of the 
paraphraseable content. That is, Winters stresses that we know not only what 
is said, but how important the ideas may be. 26 
The final two steps in the critical process are the distinctive pOints of 
Winters' method. The fourth demands a "rational critique of the feeling 
motivated--that is, of the detaUs of style, as seen in language and 
technique. " Depending on how thoroughly this and the three prior investiga-
tions are carried out, the critic can judge, in the fifth step the poet's "own 
final and unique judgment of his matter. "27 
To see more clearly what is involved in t18se last two parts of the 
I critical process, we must return to Primitivism !!!2 Decadence, where Mr. 
I 
~ I Winters demonstrates in detail the moral implications of poetic fom. I will I present his analyses of "language and technique" in the following chapter. 
I But in passing on to examine Mr. Winters' more explicit critical method, 
I i we must be careful not to suppose that his theory of poetry and the view of lite it implies have been lett behind. Winters' highly-praised close ! analyses and perceptive interpretations of poems are actually his poetic 
26rbid., p. 372. 
27Ibid• 
4, 
theory and philosophy ot lite at work in the concrete. As he h1msel.f warns at 
the end of the tirst chapter ot his dissertation, the transition trom theory 
to critical method "translates If'iI' discussion wholly out of the terms of 
general morality and into the terms of poetic technique, but I trust that the 
reader will keep in mind that I have merely made a translation and not a 
change ot subject. D2S 
28winters, ItThe Post-Romantic Reaction, p. 39. 
CHAPTER IV 
'!'HE CRITICAL METHOD: FORM AS EVALUATION 
The remaining four chapters of Primitivism ~ .... De ... c .... a ... de,..n,..c..-e are titleck ItTlu 
and Decadenca,"-rhe Influence ot Meter on Poetic Convention." There is not 
space to deal thoroughly' with each chapter, so I shall limit m,yselt to those 
parts of each one which are most central to Mr. Winters' critical procedure. 
These I will present in an order slightly altered from their presentation in 
the book, an order which seems to .. more systematic. I shall begin with 
"poetic convention," and then consider the two different kinds of convention 
and the ways in which meter and structural methods establish convention. 
By the term "convention" Winters does not wish to designate a liter&l7 
technique, such as the pastoral convention; nor does he have in mind the 
overtones of banality and artificiality often suggested by this word, as in a 
conventional chord pat tem, or conventional rules ot conduct. He uses the 
word to name something else: a concept he considers "fundamental to any 
discussion ot poetr,y,. but an elusive concept, Ita quality, and not an objec-
tively demonstrable entity.,,2 
lsubtitled, ·An Analytical Survey ot Its Structural Methods." This is the 
tinal revision ot the analysis originally' called "The Mechanic s ot the Mood." 
2Winters, !! Detense, p. 7S. 
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The evidence tor this quality is the tact that poems otten do not seem to 
be "all poetry," as Coleridge put it. 3 '!'here are moments when the work seems 
to rise to a brilliant pitch; but surrounding these moments, leading up to 
them and perhaps away from them, are lines less intense, not characterized by 
important thought or perceptions, providing little else than necessary infor-
mation. Nonetheless, it one concentrates on the brilliant lines in isolation, 
their brilliance either diminishes considerabl1' or appears artificial. The 
lesser lines, however, 'When taken alone, ei thar disintegrate into prose state-
ments, or possess a trace of lingering emotion" due perhaps to metrical 
variations or diction, which is out of character with the meaning ot the lines 
Obviousl1' the two sort. of passages need each other. Despite the difference 
of intensity, the lines have something in common, "something essentially 
poetiC f.Wb.ic'iJ sutfuses the entire structure. It That "something· is conven-
tion.4 
Convention is not something obvious and handy, like the meter or struc ... 
tural method ot the poem (although both play an important part in establishing 
a convention, as we shall see later on). Convention is nothing you can 
designate explicitl1' in the poem. It is that which underlies all the poetic 
materials and DlIIkes those materials significant, poetically "right.· Winters 
defines it best as the "basic u8UD1p'tion of feeling in en:r poem, froa which 
3In the Biog~aph1a Literaria, Chapter XIV. 
4winters, In Defense, p. 79. 
-
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all departures acquire their significance." He illustrates the concept by 
analyzing a poem by William Carlos Williams. 
By the road to the contagious hospital 
under the surge of the blue 
mottled clouds driven from the 
northeast--a cold wind. Beyond, the 
wast. of broad mudd;y fields 
brown with dried weeds, standing and fallen 
patches of standing water 
the scattering of tall trees 
All along the road the reddish 
purplish, forked, upstanding, twia;r 
stuff of bushes and small trees 
with dead, brown leaves under them 
leafless vines--
Lifeless in appearance, sluggish 
dazed spring approaches--
They enter the new world naked, 
cold, uncertain of all 
save that they enter. All about them 
the cold familiar wind--
Now the grass, tomorrow 
the stUf curl of wildcarrot leaf 
04e by one objects are defined--
It quickens: clarity, outline of leaf 
But now the stark dignity of 
entrance--8t1ll, the profound change 
has come upon them: rooted they 
grip down and begin to awaken. 
Winters comments: 
Consider the opening lines of the poem by Williams. The nervous 
meter, words like "surge,· "driven," "mottled," suggest an in-
tensity of feeling not Justified by the actual perceptions in the 
'Ibid., p. 81. 
-
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lines. • • • More teeling is &SSUMd, or claiD8d, by the poet .... 
than is justified by his language.6 
We can see what Winters DB ana it _ imagine, for a moment, that the poem 
ended with its thirteenth line. The description would not be less exquisite 
or precise, the language less captivating, the physical details ot the scene 
less complete. But the expectancy, the "intensity ot feeling," would be 
trustrated, unexplained, unresolved. Another poem by Williams, "On Gay Wall-
paper," though composed totally of descriptive elements art:f'ully arranged, 
without COJlJl1lel'lt beyond their own prettiness and pleasing order, is neverthe-
less a perfectly whole poem. These first thirteen lines, however, are not a 
whole. They attain signif'icance only in relation to the next eight lines 
where the "greatest power" of the poem is reached. 7 Their tempo, their 
feeling, the intormation they convey 
are all necesS&l'7 to, in fact are a part ot, the effect of the eight 
central lines. With the lines beginning "lifeless in appearance" 
the intenaity claimed by the opening is at once justified and 
increased by the quality ot the perception: the initial assumption 
prepares one for the exact increase which occurs, and the preparation 
is necessary.8 
Whether one aarees in every detail with Winters t description of the poem' ~ 
power is unimportant. The point he makes (and it stands regarcUess of the 
fact that he oversiDlplified his anal1sis u tor the sake ot momentary 




8 Ibid., p. 80. 
-
convenience,,9), is this, there is a nor.m of feeling in relationship to which 
we can consider SODle lines of the poem quiet, some intense; some not self-
sufficient in the motivation of their feeling, others pertectly' balanced. 
This standard of f'eeling is what makes the poem a unit. It is the guid1ng 
norm, a ref'lection of the poet's characteristic emotional attitudes and moral 
perceptivity, ag&1nst which every- decision in the composition of the poem was 
made. 
Winters distinguishes two kinds of' conventions, the traditional and the 
expe~ntal. Poets writing in a traditional convention compose verse accord-
ing to an ideal norm of' human feeling which the great poetry- of the past has 
claritied and expanded for them. The traditional poet's conformity to the 
norm cannot be precisely demonstrated. It is surely not a matter of' imitating 
stylistic mannerisms of the past. But even though we cannot "lay' a finger 
precisely on the norm, • • • we can recognize the more or less normal. ,,10 
Again, specific examples will be help.tul. Greville, Jonson, Herbert, 
Bridges, Robinson--these are a f'ew ot the poets who Winters would claim work 
according to the same norm of teeling, the same moral wisdom, although no 
single one ot th_ could claim to have Originated the convention. The 
"Miltonic" convention, however, is an experillBntal norm of feeling, a con-
scious departure trom the traditional, recognizable in the work of' MUton and 
also in some ot Thomson and Wordsworth. In the same way, a "Hopkinsian" con-
vention easily identities the work of' its creator and of his imitators. 
9Ibid., p. 80. 
-
lOxbid., p. 82. 
-
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'inters &rumS up the particular qual1tiee of traditional verse as followe: 
Traditional poetry possesses these cloaell related qualities: (l) 
equivalence of motivation and feeling) (2) a form that permits a 
wide range of feeling, (3) a conventional nom of feeling Uiich 
makes for a ndn:1m.um or "strain") (L.) a fom and a convention which 
perMit the extraction from every unit of language of its maxi..mum 
content, both of cormotation and of denotation.ll 
Poets ".no do not understand the noms of feeling guiding the traditional-
ists, but who imit3te them nonetheless by using their external traits ~f style 
and diction as a kind of check-list ot good poetic mannerisms, are termed 
pseudo-traditional poets. These are men impressed 1»' technique, with no 
understand1.nl of how or ","by a technique arose, and no ability to make the 
technioue their own. They "come to regard certain 'Words, phrases, or r~, 
as intrinsically poetic, rather than 8,S 1nstl"Ul'llents of perception or aa 
clues to generative ideas.n12 The resulting verse is self-conscious, 
derivative, ol"fW'llftntal, 'llitera17." 
The exper:tmemtal poet often ",orks in reaction to a period of pseudo-
traditionalism, such as the late eighteenth and late nineteenth centuries. He 
endeavors to '¥J"iden, alter, or COMpletely avoid tr8d1 tional poetic ,.,1.sdom b) 
setting up nome of feeling am =ral evaluation 1-;bich are abnormal, insofar 
a8 they are consciously new and disjointed from. the past. Poetry can 
expel"1ment, hm1ever, without totally abandoning the traditional stream, and as 
such the experimentalist i8 valuable. He provides new techniques, new and 
valid "11)"s of feeling. Donne, Hilton, Hopkins are successful experimentalists 
llIbid. J p. 8,3. 
-
in this sense, and poetic technique and moral. perception are indebted to them. 
The experimental poet, however, limits his range of feeling directlY' in 
proportion to the extent to which he abandons tradition; for to this extent he 
denies himself the range of experience open to the centuries before him. He 
runs the risk of writing himself out quicklY', and of having nothing left to do 
but parodT his earlier woms. 
Since the experimental poet is euY' to imitate (the talented college 
student can euil1' write a Hopkinsian staua, but onl.7 with difficultY' can he 
produce a 18ditation in Bridges' stTle), the existence of much paeudo-experi-
mental poet17 is not hard to explain, and not difficult to recognize. 
Whether traditionalist or experimentalist, the poet establishes a conven-
tion through his choice of a method of composition. The poet might choose 
his structural method prior to composition, or during the course of composi-
tion; he might make the choice JIIAl'V' times or onlT once, as the search for and 
attainment of a characteristic _thode Winters describes seven structural 
methods, three of which establish a traditional convention. The chapter 
describing the .. methods is the final revision of the analTsis 118 S&1I begun in 
the Master's thesis in 1925 and continued in the later e88&1', "The Extension 
and Reintegration of the Human Spirit." 
The simplest structural method, former17 termed "Scattered," is here 
renaned "The Method of Repetition," atter the terminology of Kenneth Burke in 
his Counterstatemant. 13 "It consists in a restatement in successive stanzas 
13Kenneth Burke, Counterstate18nt, 2nd edition (Los Altos: Hermes, 19S3) 
p. 12S. 
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of a single theme, the terms, or images, being altered in each restatement. "14 
Winters offers as examples Nashe's "Adieul farewell earth's bliSS," and 
Raleigh's "The Lie." The JlJ8thod is also common in modem verse, forming the 
basis for poems as diverse as Frost's "The Pasture," Robinson's "Miniver 
Cheevy," and Stevens' "Sea Surface Full of Clouds." Though a fruitful method, 
it tends to grow monotonous and diffuse if used as the structure of a very 
long poem. 
The second method is simply termed "LOgical," and is described as the 
"rational progression f1"01l1 one detail to another. ttl5 '!'he method is moat 
obviously demonstrated by the Metaphpical Poets, by whom it was very subtly 
used and "frequently debauched ... 16 But great intricacy of thought is not 
necessarily the trait of the logical method. Any' poem having a "clearly 
evident expository structure," whether it be a description, a dramatic 
monologue, a meditation, or an argument, proceeds according to a logical 
structure.17 Besides poems of the Metaphysical school, much modem verse, 
such as Frost's ItWindow Tree" or Housman's "Cherry mossoms," illustrates this 
technique. 
A third structural technique, which Winters formerly considered as a sub-
division ot the preceding one, is the hNarrative, It which "achieves coherence 
l4winters, !!!. Defense, p. 31. 




largely through a feeling that the events of a sequence are necessary parts of 
a causative chain. ,,18 Narrative structure quite otten supplies the background. 
for individual stanzas which themselves are chiefly logical (Housman I s "To an 
Athlete Dying Young"); but there are many examples in which the dramatic 
element far outweighs any reasoned progression or commentary (Robinson'S ItEros 
Turannos," Frost's "Out, Out ••• M). 
These tradi tiona! structural methods employ a regular, not a free verse 
pattem; and the metric foot is most often the iambic. Curiously enough, the 
simpler the meter and stanzaic form, the more complex the rise and tall of the 
emotional intensity. The reason tor this is that the iambic toot, the normal 
meter of poetry, provides a norm. ot teeling so standardized that any variation 
from it is at once significant. 
A man who speaks habitually at the top of his voice cannot raise his 
voice, but a man 1Iho speaks quietly cOllllll&1lds attention by means ot a 
minute intlection. So elaborately and eDl>hatically joyous a poem as 
Alisolm, tor example, can be only and exclusively joyous; but Hardy, 
in the more level and cal.mer song, Durin, Wind and Rain, can define 
a joy tully as profound, indeed more pro ounCl, ittiiiSame time that 
he is dealing pr1mar1l.y with a tragic theme.19 
It is the iambic toot therefore, and the traditional structural methods 
described above, which provide a convention capable of expressing the widest 
range of human experience. The poet using, let us say, a logical structure, 
has a framework in which the slightest tum ot thought can hardly pass 
unnoticed. He has at his disposal the full denotative as well as connotative 
l8Ibid., p. .36. 
-
19Ibid., p. 1.30. 
-
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power ot all his words. It he works at the same time in the heroic colltJlet, 
seemingly the most straitening stanzaic torm avallable, he will find r...i.mselt 
able to 
move in any direction whatever, a..'1d his movement will be almost auto-
matically graduated by the metronomic undercurrent or regularity; and 
it he chooses at certain titnes to deVote himself to prosaiC 
explanation, /the meter i87 capable of giving hi8 prose an incisiveness 
possible in no other form;20 
Such a poet is not confined by hi8 conaitment to a traditional technique, but 
is, rather, tree to object1f;y the subtlest feelings, provided that he proceed 
carefully, conscious of the meaning, feeling, and metrical length of each word 
he uses, .fully aware of the technique's demands upon him. "The poet who 
suffers trom such ditficulties instead of profiting by them is only in a 
rather rough sense a poet at all. tt2l 
In the hands ot a power.fully Original, yet balanced, personality, tradi-
tional structural methods can be the basis ot precisely controlled exper1men-
tatioo; and in this way the traditional nom of feeling can be expanded. The 
jolting images and meters ot John Donne, Crashaw's habit ot pushing metaphor 
beyond reason, the splendor ot MUton's blank verse--these are all inventions 
which would be impossible without a norm trom which to vary. This is expert-
mentalism "under full control," and It subject to the check ot a comprehensible 
philosophy. "22 It broadens our capacity to understand human experience 
20Ibid., p. 3.42. 
-
2lIbid., p. 17. 
-
22Ibid., pp. 133, 102. 
-
without distorting or abandoning traditional values. 
During the past half oentury, however, many poets have attempted to expan( 
the range of feeling by an experimentalism out off trom traditional convention 
This attempt Winters feels has been "in the main regrettable. n23 He arrived 
at this opinion, as we have seen, after reading the experimentalists 
extensively and even usi~ their methods in his own verse. Winters often 
displ~s sensitive a~~ness of the goals of suoh poetr,y. aooordtng sucoessful 
works the praise they deserve. But although suoh poetry has "inel1m.inable 
virtues,,,24 Winters wishes to stress that it is also intrinsioally limited, 
unable to deal "-'lith the most important areas of experience, and in certain 
oases built on forms which are fundamentally imbalanced. 
Of the four methods Winters describes as those most commonly used in 
establishing an e:xper:i.mental norm of feeling, one is not at all the exclusive 
property of the experimentalists, and might have been better placed among the 
traditional methods. I refer to the "Alternation of Method, ,,2$ which is 
nothing more than the use of two or more of the methods described elsewhere. 
Such a method is experimental if the methods used in alternation are experimen ~ 
tal, but the alternate methods might just as well be traditional. Marlrell's 
ftTo His Coy Mistress" uses the repetitive method in each stanza, though the 
23ill!!., p. 30. 
24Ibid• 
-
2$Ib1d., p. 64. 
-
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three stanzas themselves follow a logical progression. "The Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner" alternates passages of logical description and discourse with 
passages of pure narrative. 
'l'he three remaining experimental methods are more properly new techniques 
and Winters is more thorough in dealing with them. One of these, "The Double 
Mood, It while not precise13 a new structural method, is experimental in that it 
uses a traditional method without a traditional norm of' feeling. Two moods 
permeate the work, either in opposition to each other or combined without 
clearly defined alternation. Although a long poem. might understandably 
involve many different types of feeling, it is a modern tendency to combine 
two moods in a short. poem, and to make the one an ironic comment on the other. 
Winters notes this phenomenon in "Yewe Glacqueslt and "Sienna Hi Fe, Disfecimi 
Maremmalt from the sequence !!:2e Selwyn Mauberley by Ezra POlmd. 
The two attitudes at variance in /L.uberlez7 are a nostaglic longing 
of which the visible object is the soc1e~ of the Pre-Raphaelites 
and of' the related poets of the nineties, and a compensatory irony 
which admits the mediocrity of that society or which at least 
ridicules its mediocre aspects. Even in the midst of' the MOst biting 
comment, the yearning is unabated. 26 
This irony should not be confused with the classical irony of Dryden or 
Pope, who criticized others' failings from th8:1.r own tenable philosophical 
position. This is rather the romantic irony of one who ridicules himself for 
an attitude he can neither avoid nor approve. The emotional quandary is at 
least superior to "the uncritical emotionalism of such poets at Hugo or 
Shelley, in so far as it represents the first step in a diagnosis. ,,27 But 
26rbid., p. 68. 
-
27Ibid., p. 93. 
-
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when pushed too far, such an approach to poet17 presents a view of life that 
is naively blac1c-and-vhit8, the result of careless thinking, careless feeling, 
and ultimately careless writing. "Instead ot irollT as the remedy tor the un-
satisfactor,y teeling, /Winters7 recommends the waste-basket and a new 
- -28 beginning." 
The two genuinely new structural methods the experimentalists ot this 
centlll7 have evolved are named "Pseudo-reterence" and "Qualitative Progres-
sian, n the second term replacing the earlier designation, "Psychological 
Method," again after the eXUi>le of Kenneth Burke.29 Both ot these structural 
methods are distinguished by an extreme reducti on of rational coherence, 
which makes the whole meaning of the poem depend upon a certain coherence of 
emotion. The only difference between the two techniques is that the first 
retains "the syntactiC form and much of the vocabular,y of rational coherence, 
thus aiming to exploit the feeling of rational coherence in its absence or at 
least in excess of its presence. n30 AllT poem written entirely according to 
this method is nothing but pretense; something seems to be going on, but 
actual.l.y nothing at all is happening. Ideas seem present, but no two readers 
can decide what the,. are. Imqes appear in striking combinations, but atter 
the initial shock, we realize that the,. appeal. to a non-existent s1lllbolic 
28Ibid., p. 73. 
-
29Burice, p. 124. 
3Owinters, !!! Defense, p. 40. 
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value, or to a purel1' private symbolic value. The power of the poem dies as 
its noveltY' dies. Eliot's "The Waste Land" is, in Winters' mind, the typical 
example of such poetr.y. 
The argument is often advanced that a world of con.tuaecl ideologies and 
near madness will inevitabl1' produce what T. S. Eliot has called "difficult" 
verse. "The poet must become more and more comprehensive, more allusive, more 
indirect, in order to force, to dislocate if necessary, language into his 
meaning .It)l It cannot be eas1l;y denied that modern times are confused, nor is 
it unreasonable to expect that poetr,r which deals w.i th human experience in 
such tu.s will likel;y be difficult to write and require intelligence and 
sensitivitY' to read. But the reader's difficulty should arise from the 
profundit1' and complexitY' of the thought and feeling of the poem" not from the 
obscurit1' of its allusions and dislocated language. As Winters observed, 
commenting on Eliot's words, "If one cannot be profound, it is al'Wqs tairl;r 
easy to be difficult, It in the sense of obscure or Contused • .32 Though there is 
reason to expect honestl;y difficult poetr,r in a contused world, this is not an 
excuse tor contused poetr,r. We do not expect a poem that treats ot sleep to 
be somnolent, or a poem about erotic love to be suggestive. "It is an example 
of ••• the ta:Uac1' of expressive, or imitative torm. II)) 
Qualitative progreSSion, because it does not pretend to a rationalit1' 
)IT. S. Eliot, Selected ES8a1's (lew York: Harcourt, 19)2), p. 248. 
)2winters, !! Defense, p. 474. 
))Ibid." p. 41. 
-
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beyond that of emotional coherence, is not the fundamentally imbalanced 
technique that pseudo-reference is _ Ezra Pound's cantos are fine examples of 
this form at its best. Though each statement in the poems, or at least many 
of them, is rational in itself, the progression from statement to statement 
proceeds only by' emotional "logic." "It is the progression of random con-
versation or of revery. ,,34 Rational progression might be implied in such 
verse; and it it is, one can usually spot it and follow it along without 
difficult)"_ In a long poem, however" the implicit rationality must either be 
supported by logical expOSition or disappear entirel)". 
Since the poet using this technique has no fixed principles by 'Which to 
select meter or rhyme scheme, and onl7 an emotional coherence to satisty with 
his choice of images" he has limited himself severely. His poem can "refer to 
a great many types or actions and persons, but • • • it can find in them 
little varlety of value. ,..3$ Having abandoned the denotative power of words, 
together with traditional. _thods of progression, the poet can increase 
in tens it)" only by multipl;y1ng words; he can emphasize only with exclamation 
pOints or sudden ohanges in line length. This makes tor diffusion, impreci-
sion. Organization is casual; one could otten alter the order or lines with-
out seriously changing the poem's meaning_ A.lthough "the loveliness of such 
Poet17 appears ••• 1ndubitable,,,)6 the range of experience it can handle is 
.34rbid., p. $7. 
3$Ibid., p. S8. 
-
36rbid." p. $9. 
-
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extremely narrow. The poem can treat ot melancholy, but not despair; tear, 
but not tragedy; longing, but not love. "The teelings attendant upon revery 
and amiable conversation tend to great s:hrll&rity notwithstanding the subject 
matter, and the,. s~ly are not the most vigorous or import.ant feelings of 
wbi. ch the human being is capable. ,,37 
Mr. Winters' tinal est:lJllation of elq)erimental structural techniques is 
that theY' almost invariably preclude the possibility ot a writer's achieving 
major poetry- Major poetry is that vhich deals with an import.ant human 
experience with pertect tormal success. Experimental poets, though they may 
achieve formal precision, cannot handle a wide range of experience. It they 
realize this limitation in their poetic technique and do not attempt to step 
beyond the bounds of what they can handle, they can be successful poets, but 
necessarily minor, or "primitive" poets. Experimentalists, however, who 
endeavor to deal with material of great moral importance, produce poetry which 
is "decadent;" that is, poetry which "is incomplete tormally (in the manner of 
the pseudo-reterent and qualitative poets) or is somewhat but not too 
seriously weakened b,. a vice ot teeling (in the manner of the better post-
romantic ironists).,,38 
From what we have seen ot Winters' structural anal7S8s and his emphasis 
on the distinct advantages and limitations of each, it should come as no 
surprise that he believes that "the primary function of criticism is 
37Ibid., p. 14$. 
-




evaluation." Critical evaluation, furthermore, is not a mere record of 
personal preferences. Poems can be evaluated objectively on their intrinsic 
merits. To s8.7 otherwise, Winters believes, would be to profess a debllitatint 
relativism. What we should demand of a critical _thad, therefore, if it is t 
be valuable, i~ that it provide a "usable system of evaluation. "40 
It is such a system that Winters wishes to provide with his descriptive 
analyses of form and of the ethical implications of form that we have just 
surveyed. For it is only by means of a thorough formal critique that a poem's 
success can be determined. And since formal relationships within a poem are 
unintelligible unless we consider at the same time the rational meaning of the 
words of the poem and the relationship between form and meaning, formal 
explication necessarily reveals the balance or imbalance between motive and 
emotion. Critical elucidation and moral evaluation are inseparable.41 
The ultimate value of 'Winters' critical theory, however, and of the five-
point critical method he has elaborated, cannot fully be shown in an abstract 
discussion of terms and principles. A.s Allen Tate has remarked of Winters' 
critical apparatus: "One must remember not the formula itself, but what it 
enables him to do. 10 formula is any better than the application and 
39winters, Function, p. 17. 
4Orbid. 
-
4laelen Gardner, in The Business of Criticism (Oxford: Clarendon, 1959), 
discusses the critical tasks ot elucidition and evaluation, and decides that 
lithe torch, rather than the sceptre, would be my symbol for the critic. 
Elucidation, or illumination, is the critic's primary' ta.slc." (p. 14) 'Winters 




discoveries that the critic is able to make with it. tt We must, therefore, 
devote some attention to Winters' critical essays, where his concern will be 
totally directed to the poet and his work, rather than to the illustration of 
certain critical. principles. But before passing on to these essays, I wish to 
offer a brief sUll'llJJ&l'7 of Mr. Winters' critical position, lest the details of 
P c:....;;.;rimi .....·;.;.ti-.vi;..;;;;.;.;s.;;;1Il and Decadence be allowed to obscure the central viewpoint which has 
- -----
guided the work. 
In cautioning against a poetry of uncritical selt-expression, in 
seriously questioning the value of poetry without rational content, in implyiIlj 
a hierarchy' of values in human living, Mr. Winters affirms a style of poetry 
and a style of life tor which he had searched tor over ten years. Human 
action, he believes, must be guided by a rational standard of living, a 
standard based ultiJllate17 on a divine absolute. Life is therefore a process 
of JIlOral decisions. The writing ot poetry also is a process ot moral 
decisions tramed against the rational standards ot human teeling embodied in 
traditional poetic torms. 
Winters speaks in detense of poetry in which every metrical foot is 
precise17 planned, every rhyme carefully considered. He demands poetry in 
which every word supports all the weight it can bear, in which every word is 
used to the tull extent ot its denotative and connotative powers. There is no 
roOIll tor excess verbiage, the characteristic ot hal.t-tol"DlUlated poetry, fuzzy 
thinking. Winters wants poetry at its best to deal honestly with important 
42A11en Tate, "Homage to Ivor Winters, It SeqUOia, VI (Winter, 1961, p. 3. 
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experiences: rr:an's rela.tion to God and to his f'ellnw men, moral choice., 
courage in the face of di:tficulties. The poet therefore not only must devote 
clU'eful attention to rhyme, meter, and images, but must consider maturely the 
rational progress of the poem as well. 
The result of such ca.."'Of'ul composition should be poetry so satisfying 
that not a single word could be changed without damage to the whole. This is 
poetry of' total artistic and moral responsibUi ty, poetry which 
should of'f'er a means of enriching one\) awareness of' human experience 
and ot so rendering greater the possibility of' intelligence in the 
course of' future action; and it should otter likewise a means of in-
ducing certain more or less constant habits ot f'eeling, which should 
rend.er greater the possibUi ty of one' s • • • acting in accordance 
with the findings of one I s improved intelligence.43 
Such poetry mirrors as well as shapes the life of a man who 11 ves accord ... 
ing to an external absolute, and who grows b7 judging his every act and desire 
in tel'lllS of this absolute. It is Ita partect and complete act of the spirit; 
it calls upon the full lite of the spirit; it is difficult of attainment, but 
I am aware of no good reason to be contented with less. 044 
4.3win.ters, !2. Defense.. p. 29. 
44 Ibid., p. 150. 
-
CHA.PTER V 
THE METHOD II PRACTICE 
A scattered surve,.. of the whole of Winters' practical criticism might 
give us a vague impression of his scope, but would offer little indication of 
his skill and thoroughness in handling individual poems. I plan, therefore, 
to confine attention to only a few close readings from representative essa7S, 
and then to offer some concluding COJmll8nts on the limitations, fictional and 
real, of the critical approach .. shall see demonstrated. 
Mr. Winters' gradual disillusionment with post-Romantic experimentalism 
not onl,.. prompted him to investigate the possibilities or writing in more 
traditional st,..les, but also led him to take new interest in the histo1"7 or 
English verse to discover older examples or the traditional convention. In an 
ess..,.. published in Poet17 in 1939, called If the 16th Centu:r;y Lyric in England, It 
Winters displqed a sensitive abilit,.. to locate and catalogue poems of great 
merit, m&n7 or which had long lain unnoticed. l From among these poems, 
representing so m&n7 distinct schools-- the Petrarchan, Cavalier, Metaph1Sical 
--he discovered the "major tradition of the centu:r;y," the "plain" st,..le of 
Gascoigne, Graville, Raleigh, Jonson. the essq is largel,.. litera:r;y history; 
lYvor Winters, "The 16th Centu:r;y LTric in England," Poet1"7, LIII-LtV 
(Februar,y, March, April; 1939), pp. 258-72, 320-35, 35-51. 
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~''1nters mnkes an elaborate, end I think successful, effort to provide Ii 
"different view of the century from that which we shall obtain by regarding as 
primal".{ Sidney, Spenser; am the song-books, /f,o the neglect of the great 
1:yr1ci!, profound, complex • • • sombre am disillusioned in tone, It "rltten in 
the plain style.2 Though the essay is heavily il1ustr&ted ~~th titles and 
examles, there is not a greet deal of apace devoted to the detailed close 
reading of any single poem) 
In 19,8, however, v:intere delivered Ii lecture at the Johns Hopldns Poetry 
Festival in which he 'Was again concerned l>1.th the plain style. On this 
occasion, ',inters used fewer Ulustrative examples, and consequently commented 
more extensively on each one. His remarks on t,,10 ot Ben Johnson's poems are 
significantly illustmtift ot the results his critical method can achieve in 
practice. I 1dll present both critiques here, together with tinters' comments 
on two poems in a more ornate style, by way of contrast. 
";'inters begins by praising Jonson for qualities of craftsmanship '\>18 have 
already seen outlined in Pr1m1 tiv18t'1 and t'8catience I "/Jf1!7 language is 
aocurate and concise with regard to both idea and feeling) there is an exact 
correlstion between motive end feeling which may euily be mistaken for cold .. 
ness anc; mechanioal indifference by thti! reader accustomed to More florid 
~'inters, IfJ.6th Century L;yric, If Poetl1:, LIV, p. 51. 
>rhe brief analyses of Gascoignets tf1coodmansbiplf and Sidney's "Highway, 
since you ~ chief ParnaSU8 belt (LIII, pp. 269-72, 328-29) should be noted, 
~er, as among the most impressive of '<inters t close readings. 
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enticements." Winters then proceeds to describe this correlation between 
motive and emotion in a poem called "An E18I1'." 
Though beauty be the mark of praise, 
And yours of whom I sing be such 
As not the world can praise too much, 
Yet is't your virtue now I raise. 
A virtue like allay, so gone 
Throughout your form, as though that move, 
And draw and conquer all men' s love, 
This subjects you to love of one. 
Wherein you triumph yet: because 
'Tis of yourself, and that you use 
The noblest freedom, not to choose 
Against or faith, or honor's laws. 
But who should less expect of you, 
In whom alone love lives again? 
By whom he is restored to men, 
And kept, and bred, and brought up true? 
His falling temples you have reared, 
The withered garlands tane away; 
His altars kept trom the decay 
That envy wished, and nature teared. 
And on them burn so chaste a name 
With so much loyalty's expense 
As love, t' acquit such excellenoe, 
Is gone himself into your name. 
And you are he, the Deity 
To whom all lovers are designed, 
That t.;ould their better objects find: 
Among which taithful troup am I. 
Who as an otf"ring at your shrine, 
Have sung this hymn, and here entreat 
One spark of' your diviner heat 
To light upon a love of' mine 
4Yvor Winters, "Poetic Styles, Old and New," Four Poets on Poetry, ed. 
Don Cameron Allen (Baltimore; Johns liopkin", 1959r.:P. b2. -
Which it it kindle not, but scant 
A.ppear, and that to shortest view, 
Yet give .. leave t1adore in TOu 
What I, in her, am grieved to want. 
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The structural method ot the poem is obviously logical: the argument is 
tightly knit; each stanza proceeds inevitably' trOll the one preceding; "everr 
word is necesS&17 to the argument. tl5 A.s Winters paraphrases it, "this is a 
poem in praise of a woman who is a triend, not the beloved.; she is praised. tor 
her virtue and her constancy in love, at the eJePense of the woman whom the 
poet loves; and because ot these qualities, she is identified. with the god ot 
6 love. It This is an unusually subtle idea tor poetic treatment, especially 
within such short space. Love tor the triend; praise tor her virtue, a 
virtue never wholl7 distinct trom her dignity and beauty; devoted respect; the 
delineation ot the qualities ot the truly' virtuous--these are all part ot the 
central idea. 
The form of the poem, supple enough to deal adequatelY' with such 
variations ot teeling, is itself a combination of several distinct poetic con-
ventions.7 As Winters notes (and it. is his central insight into the poem), 
"It is a fusion ot two kinds ot Poet17: the song and the didactic poem. ,,8 In 
discovering such a combination ot toms, Jonson discovered the adequate 
expression for the idea in his poem, and simultaneously its appropriate ell1O-
tion. Winters' analysis of the interplay ot the song-feeling with the 
5Ibid., p. 65. 
-
6xbid., p. 63. 
-
7The word is not used here in Winters t specialized sense. 
8l2!!!., p. 63. 
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didactic element is quite thorough and warrant. full quotation. 
It is a poem in praise of virtue in love; and, in connection with 
love, the machinery of the old Religion of Love (in which virtue 
a. here conceived was scarcely an element) i. employed discreetly. 
The stanza frequently suggests a song stanza as it opens, and 
then seems to stop the song with a diclactic close, as if strings 
had been plucked and then muted; and this effect, more or less 
inherent in the torm of the stanza itself, is SOMtiDles stressed 
and sometimes softened. In the first stanza, for example, the 
effect of the single.hearted love song is sugested in the first 
three lines, but qualitied by th0i!' and by the harsh rimes such and 
much; and in the fourth line the one is brought down til"llllT t'O'the 
<traiCtic. The second stanza sugests a song-movement throuchout, 
and the subjeot of love in the second and third lines reintorces the 
movement; but the treatment of the subject is moralistio, and the 
song quality 1s softened b7 this fact. The third stanza is one of 
the IflOSt explicitly moralistic, 18t the first clause sucgests 
another tone, that of the triumphant love song; and this tone 
dominates the first three lines ot the fourth stanza and is only 
partly muted in the fourth line. The.f'i.f'th stanza resembles the 
fourth, but here the Religion of Love, which has been introduoed 
quietly in the fourth, emerges strongly'; and in the first two lines 
especially the accented syllables are heav,y and lone, and the 
unaocented are light, in such a way as to suggest a triumphal chant. 
In the remainder of the poem the didactic tone dOminates, but it has 
alreadT been so qual1.f'ied by the other that the echo of the song is 
present most of the time, IIlOst pl&1nly, perhaps, in the eighth stanza 
and most muted in the last. 9 
In the final paragraph of Primitivism !2!! _De.;..;c ... a_de .... n .... c .... e , Winters 8WIJIIlIlrized 
his rigorous demands for poetryl the understanding of motive should be clear; 
the evaluation of feeling, just; and the justice of the evaluation should 
10 persist "even into the sound of the least important syllable." It seems 
perhaps, an unduly stringent ideal. However in the above passage, Winters 
9Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
lOwinters, !!! Defense, p. lSO. 
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describes that ideal being met, line by line--indeed, almost word by word. 
Jonson's "Elegy," with its precise logical argument and abstract diction, 
can be usefully compared with one of the finer examples of "ornate" 
Renaissance poetry, Shakespeare's sonnet, "Thy glass will show thee how thy 
beauties wear" (LXXVII) • This is also a poem addressed to a friend of the 
poet, offering along with real affection for the recipient, a clearly 
didactic moral. 
Although the poem is written in the ornate style of sonneteering, Winters 
finds the decorative elements in perfect control; the poem is not marred by 
the vices of merely om.amental verse. Its images serve as paradigms for a 
logical argument and honestly exemplify the argument rather than distract 
attention from. it. However, the poet who advances his argwrent with metaphor 
rather than abstract diction is able to suggest more than is 1mmediately 
explicit on the page. Unlike Jonson's, "Shakespeare's approach to his 
11 
subject is indirect and evasive." 
The sonnet was written to accompany the girt or a blank book: 
Thy glass will show thee how thy beauties wear; 
Thy dial how thy precious minutes waste; 
The vacant leaves thy mind'. imprint will bear, 
And of this book this learning may'st thou taste. 
The wrinkles which thy glus will truly show 
Of mouthed graves will give thee memory; 
Thou by thy dial's sbadT stealth may know 
Time's thievish progress to eternity. 
Look 1 what thy memory cannot contain 
Commit to these waste blanks, and thou shalt find 
'!'hose children nursed, delivered from thy brain 
To talce a new acquaintance or thy mind. 
Theaeoffices, so oft as thou wilt look, 
Shall pr-:;fit thee and much enrich thy book. 
llWinters, "Poetic Styles," p. ,8. 
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the first quatrain presents the literal theme of the Poem: although we 
grow older as the years advance, we can record our thoughts on paper and so 
be able always to learn from them. The second quatrain re-emphasizes the 
passage of time and the approach of death; and the last six lines repeat the 
advantages of a blank: book. In commenting on these final lines, Winters 
displ&7S great sensitivity to Slakespeare's "evasive" approach, and brings 
the poem's subtle undertones into clear focus. 
He notes that atter the second quatrain, 
something ve'17 strange occurs. The imperceptible coming of wrinkles 
displays the physical invasion of the enelQ', just as the imperceptible 
movement of the dial's shadow displays the constant movement of the 
ene1l1'. In the ninth line, however, the enemy invades the mind, the 
center of being; it was the figure of the book which enabled the 
poet to extend the poem to this br1lliant and terrif'ying suggestion, 
yet so far as the development of the theme is concerned, the 
extension occurs almost by the way, as if it were a casual and merely 
incidental feeling. 
Look I What thy memory cannot contain 
Commit to these waste blanks. • • • 
this C011lD&nd, in isolation, is _rely a command to make good use of 
the book, and the remainder of the passage deals wholly with the 
advantages of doing 80'; yet the coJllllWld follows the lines in which 
we have observed the destruction of the physical being in time, and 
in this position it suagests the destruction of the mind itself. 
This terrifying subject, the loss of identity before the 
uncontrollable invasion of the impersonal, is no sooner suggested 
than it is dropped. • • • In order to express the invasion of con-
fUSion, the poem for a moment actuaJ.ly enters the realm of confusion 
instead of describing it. the poem, I think, succeeds; but ••• I 
cannot decide whether the success is due to skill or to accident .12 
I want now to pus on to the other of Jonson's plain po8U, this one on 
a religious theme, and then to contrast Jonson's approach to religious verse 
l2Ibid., pp. 59-60. 
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with that of Gerard Hopkins. Winters is very clear in describing the adequacy 
of each poet t s approach. 
The poem by Jonson bears the title "To Heaven," and is perhaps the most 
familiar of his serious works. 
Good and great God, can I not think on Thee, 
But it must, straight, 11fT melancholy be? 
Is it interpreted in me disease, 
That, laden with 11fT sins, I seek for ease? 
o be Thou witness, that the reins dost know 
And hearts of all, it I be sad for show; 
And judge me after: if I dare pretend 
To auaht but grace, or a1m at other end. 
As Thou art all, so be Thou all to me, 
First, midst, and last, converted One and Three 1 
My faith, 11fT hope, 11fT love.; and in this state, 
My' judge, 11fT witness, and 11fT advocate. 
Where have I been this whUe exiled from Thee, 
And whi thar rapt d, now Thou but stoop' at to me? 
Dwell, dwell bare still! 0, being everywhere, 
How can I doubt to find Thee ever here? 
I know 11fT state, both full of shame and scorn, 
Conceived in sin, and unto labor born, 
Standing with fear, and must with horror fall, 
And destined unto judgment after all. 
I feel 11fT griefs too, and there scaree is ground 
Upon 11fT nesh t '1ntl1ct anoth~r wound: 
Yet dare I not complain or wish for death, 
With holy paul, lest it be thought the breath 
Of discontent.; or tba t these prayers be 
For weariness of life, not love of Thee. 
Winters first discusses the rhythmic structure of the poem. It is 
written, of course, in heroic couplets, but of the "post-Sidneyan" variety. 
That is, there is great variation in the degree of syllable accentuation so 
that the line "is flexible and subtle, rather than he&vy' and emphatic. ,,13 
The firm regularity of line length and rhyming couplets serves as the support 
l.3zbid., p. 67. 
-
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for a counterpoint rhythm of shifting caesuras and varied sentence lengths. 
But a long quotation of Winters' line-bT-line Jlletrical analysis of the poem is 
not to the point here.14 Let us rather consider his remarks on the few 
rhetorical device. Jonson employs. 
Winters Cites, first of all, the word-plq occurring in the eighth 
couplet (ever,ywhe:re and !!!!: here). This is a kind of ingenuity rite in 
Renaissance poetry, often employed for mere prettiness or humor. In the 
present context, the device embodies a profound theological assertion: the 
great God who is omnipresent, is by that fact present in rq own 11te. The 
word-play is more akin to paradox than pun; it heightens the importance of 
the idea rather than _rely describes it. It is an emotional device that 
"seems not only' justitiable but inescapable: it is an essential. part of the 
argument."lS This is a fine example of form correlative with idea, of emotion 
perfectly motivated by the paraphrueable content. 
Winters points secondly to the three lines ot triads which surround the 
idea of the 'l'rinity and direct attention to the paradox of the threefold One 
(lines ten to twelve). The triad series "occurs in brief space and rapidly; 
it is not torced, but seems a natural series of comparisons; it speeds the 
rhythm for a tew lines." And to thiS, Winters adds pa:rentheticallll "(at a 
14Wintera is a virtuoso at metrical analysis. I call attention not only 
to this ess81', but to the thorough analyses of H. D.'s "Orchard" and 
Dickinson's ttThere's a certain slant ot light" in In Defense of Reason, pp. 
llS-120, 297-98. - -
l'winters, "Poetic Styles," p. 67. 
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moment when the increased speed is a proper expression of passion. )tt16 There 
is" in other words, just motivation for the intensity. The triads themselves 
are the rational expression of the motivation: the Trln1tyitself, Jonson's 
judge, witness, and advocate; the object ot his taith, hope, and love. 
Furthermore, the lines are not an isolated rhetorical nourish. They have an 
integral part to plq in the poems emotionally, as a "fine preparation tor 
the slower and more sombre movement of the later lines;" and rationally, 
"preparing us likewise for the final series of theological statements 
couplets nine and ten. n17 
• • • in 
Jonson, Winters concludes, has handled a great theme and has mastered an 
important experience. "His temptation is 'weariness of life'; his dutY', which 
he accepts with a sem:1.-suppressed despair, is to overcome weariness ... 18 
Jonson has come to terms with this duty; he has not allowed the poem to 
resolve itself in the natural .flow of a literary convention, as Renaissance 
sonnets often end, their concluding couplet resolving the poem without 
resolving the issue. Nor has Jonson given in to a g11't tor personal drama, or 
melodrama, letting the enthusiasm ot his religious experience obscure the tact 
that he hasn't given it the attention it deserved. This last is a tault 
Winters finds in the verse ot Hopkins. 
"The starlight light" will otter us a 'V8rr clear example ot this 







stylistic d8.tect. It is one ot Hopkins' many poeDI8 which describe • laldacape 
or some natural OCCUl"1'8nce and otter a COlJJlant on the scene, usually a 
religious interpretation. The P08ll is • sonnet; the octet presents a 
typically' ecstatic description (eleven exclaation points) and the sestet 
Look at the starsl look, look up at the akiesl 
o lock at all the fire-folk sitting in the airl 
The bright borouahs, the circle-citadels therel 
Down in dim woods the diamond delvesl the .lve.·-e,. •• 
The Il'fIT lawns cold where gold, where quickiOld liesl 
Wind-beat wbit8beaml ai17 &beles set on • flarel 
nake-d.oves aent f'loat:1ng forth at a farmyard scarel--
Ah vallI it is all a purcbue, all is a prize. 
Bu7 thenl bid thenl-wbat?--prayer, patience, alms, vows, 
Lode, look, • Mq-ness, like on orchard boughsl 
Lookl March-bloom, like on _&led-with yellow sallowsl 
'l'beae are indeed the bam; withindoors bouse 
rt. shocks. This piece-bricht paling abuts the spouse 
Christ home, Christ and his mother and all hi. hallows. 
In the octet, W1ntel'8 notes, the "description is sometimes extremely 
brilliant and i. interest1ng evel"1'fb.ere. u19 But the poem provide. no 
explanation, artistic or rational, for the brilliance and enthusiasm. .An 
explanation i. hinted at in the t1nall1ne ot the octet, but the sestet, 
which should develop the hint, fails in its task. W. are simply told that the 
universe is somehow the hOM ofacbr1st ••• and all his hallows," and that 
we are to "buy" this univene--the "pr138." The _aning of the prize, Christ 
dwel.lin& in all tbinp, is left undneloped. Even more important, the price 
that must be paid is passed over in halt a line (line nine) to allow the poet 
to indulge his deSCriptive talents for three lines more. Yet, th1a price is 
19winters, Function, p. 125. 
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the real theme ot the poem •••• A devotional poet ot the Renaissance 
dealing with "prayer, patience, alms, vows," would have a good deal to 
say ot each and ot what each meant in terms o£ daily lite and toward 
salvation. The reader who wishes to orient himself might begin by 
rereading Ben Jonson's "To Heaven." ••• In no other literary period, 
I think, save our own, would a poet who was both a priest and a 
genu.inely devout man have thought that he had dealt seriously with his 
love tor Christ and his duty toward him by writing an excited descrip-
tion o£ a landscape: this kind ot thing belongs to the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, to the period o£ self-expression and the 
abnegation ot reason. 20 
It would be unfair to Winters' competence as a critic to presume that his 
opinion ot Hopkins' "The Starlight Hight" constitutes his final word on the 
Jesuit poet. Although he disapproves ot the approach Hopkins trequently takes 
to religious experience, and although he is skeptical ot the :value ot his 
more extreme metrical experiment s, Winters still stands in genuine admiration 
ot much ot Hopkins' wolic. His choice o£ Hopkins' tive best poems, a choice 
that nis the outcome ot more than thirty years' reading ot Hopkins I n is a 
20zbid., pp. 125-26. Thomas P. McDonnell, in a reply to Winters' essay 
on HOpld'ii'S( RHopk1n8 as a Sacramental Poet: a Reply' to Ivor Winters," 
Renascence, XIV /Iutumn, 196fl, pp. 25-33), accuses Winters ot insensitivity 
to the theolog1ciJ. doctrine Of God's immanence in nature, a beliet very 
illlPortant to Hopkins and one which supposedly motivates his descriptions ot 
nature. For Hopkins, the world is 1iteral.ly charged with God's grandeur. 
"The universe ever.ywhere shouted its identity to him, !rom 'the dearest 
treshness deep down things' to 'Look up at the starsl Look, look up at the 
skies I , " (p. 29) Winters "arbit~ excludes trom • • • consideration one 
ot the major concepts ot the work !he exam:ines7." (p. 33) I believe Winters 
would answer the objection with twO' COJlllellts. - First ot all, the question is 
not whether Hopkins believed in a ncramental aspect in nature, but whether he 
succeeds in making this idea a motivating part ot his poem. To exhort that we 
"Look up at the skies lit is hardly to convey a sense ot the universe shouting 
its identity. God's i.mmanence cannot be te1t by the mere toree ot exclamation 
points. Secondly, the poem under consideration is not primari.1y' about 
sacramental nature, but concerns the price of our being able to tind Christ in 
all things. I haTe already noted Winters' comment on the deVlltlopment ot this 
theme. 
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challenging, thought-provoking reappraisal of the poet's achievement. 21 One 
of these five, "In Honour of st. Alphonsus Rodriquez, It is another sonnet on a 
religious theme. Winters' comnents on the poem are just and inci8ive. 
Honour is fiashed off explOit, so we 8ay; 
And those strokes once that gashed flesh or galled shield 
Should tongue that time now, trumpet now that field, 
And, on the fighter, forge his glorious day. 
On Christ they do and on the martyr man 
But be the war within, the brand _ wield 
Unseen, the heroic breast not outward-steeled, 
Earth hears no hurtle then from fiercest fray. 
Yet God (that hews mountain and continent, 
Earth, all, out; who, with trickling increment, 
Veins violet8 and tall tree8 makes more and more) 
Could crowd career with conquest whUe there went 
Those years and year8 by of world without event 
That in Majorca Alfonso watched the door. 
Winters' only adverse criticism of the poem concerns the expression 
"gashed fle8h or galled 8hield," which draws undue attention to itself. 
The difficulty is not merely one of alliteration, but ot difficult 
consonant combinations and exces8ive length ot syllable8, so that 
the phrase is hard to pronounce and receives a forced emphasis; • 
• • One teels, as one does so often in reading Hopkins, that 
emphasis has been made a substitute for precision. The phrase is a 
kind of habitual holdover tram his poems in the more violent meter 
and rhetoric and i8 out ot place here. 22 
But tor the rest, the poem is perfectly tree ot Hopkins' typical 
21Ibid., p. 15'3. The five: liThe Habit of Perfection, It "The Valley of 
the El'WY'?"Inversnaid," "In Honour of St. Alphonsus Rodriquez," and "To him 
who ever thought with love of me. It A notable omission is "The Windhover." 
Winters explains hi8 unorthodoxy in great detaU, pp. 127-35. 
22Ibid., pp. 150-$1. 
-
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nashiness and the obscuritY' of his personal. emotions. It is a work rich in 
image17, and it is image17 that counts, that illustrates single-mindedlY' the 
theme at hand. The poem is lOgical; "nothing is supertluous; and the simile 
in the first halt of the sestet is not only precisell" applicable to the theme, 
but is beautifully managed in itself. ,,2.3 
Winters, therefore, does find successful and important poet17 written in 
stl"1es ve17 different from the Renaissance plain Stl"1e. He has, as a matter 
ot fact, recentll" remarked that the plain stY'le, whatever its other 
advantages, necessarily "sacrifices a part of our experience, the senS017. ,,24 
Hopkins recovers senso17 experience in his poetry-.. but mostly in the manner of 
the ornate stl"le of the Renaissance. Senso17 details, even wben thel" 
meaningtull.y- contribute to a rational argument, are nevertheless illustrations 
of the central idea; thel" remain "something added, something attached. ,,25 
Winters believes, however, that there is another waY' to "amboeO' our sensory-
experience in our poetr;y ••• not as ornament, and with no sacritice of 
rational intelligence. ,,26 Sense imagery can become the embodiment of idea; it 
can itselt advance the argument rather than merell" illustrate it. 
Winters does not refer here to the method ot qualitative progreSSion 
2.3xbid., p. 151. 
-
21&winters, "Poetic Stl"1es," p. 70. 
2'xbid. 





which atteupts to achieve coherence by- arranging images according to a logic 
of feeling. As ... have seen, Winters doubt. that imagery can long 8U8tain 
coherence on the basis of such a logic. "We get what Frank Kermode bas calle 
the romantic ima&e--that 1s, the mindless image, the impenetrable image, which 
seems to _an but in realit7 are17 is.,,27 Winters is speeking of neither 
Roruntic image17 or s;vmbolic imlp17, but of a Apost_8)'IDbol1at" imagic 
tecbn1q1le.28 He tums to ~ace Stevens for. an example of what he means. 
Hia obsel"V'ations on SOlD8 of tbe iu.ge17 in Steven.' "Sunday Momina" do much 
to illuminate the poem, and furthermore demonstrate Winters' abilitY' to under-
stand a t)"p8 of poetr;y very different frtD the exan;>lea 80 tar considered. 
i!unda7 Horning"7 deals ••• vlth the :rejection of Cbr1atian1tY' 
ind with the 1Dii1nence of death in • universe which is at once 
intin1tel7 beaut1tul and per.f'ect17 incomprehensible. It is with 
this view of the un1 verse • • • u the imapr.v 18 used to express 
this view, that I am now concemed, and I shall. discuss onl7 a few 
pusages of the poem.29 
The passages Winters citea are from the first and the last of the eight 
stanzas in the poem. Br1et17 put, the lines are about water and about 
p1geona. These are the vater iMps: 
She drU8t8 a little and abe reels the dazk 
Encroacm.nt of that old catastrophe 
As a calm dal'kena 8DlOni vater llght •• 
The pungent oranges and b:r1sht, peen wings 
27Ibid. 
-
28Ibid., p. 72. Winters al80 t1nda the poat-s)"Dlbollat sensibilit7 in the 
wom ot-raii'J. Vale17. Em1l7 Dicld.naon'. verse somewhat toreabadowa post-
S1Ilbollam. (Ibid., p. 7$.) 
-
29tb1d., p. 72. 
-
Seems things in some procession of the dead, 
Winding a.cross wide water, without sound. 
The day is like wide water, without sound. 
These lines from the first stanza are echoed in the last: 
She hears, upon that water without sound, 
A voice that cries, "The tomb in Palestine 
Is not the porch of spirits lingering. 
It is the grave of Jesus, where he lay." 
We live in a.."l old chaos of the sun, 
Or old dependency of day and night, 
Or island solitude, unsponsored, free, 
Of that wide water inescapable. 
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At first the water image is a simile: the old catastrophe encroaches .las 
a calm darkens among water lights;" the stillness and the sameness of the day 
is like "wide water without sound." In the line that begins the last stanza, 
"She hears upon that water without sound," the idea of the infinite, incompre-
hensible space in which man lives is ver,y tightly joined to the physical image 
of the water separating the protagonist from Palestine. And in the final four 
lines quoted above, 
infinite space is /l'talics mine7 water--bright, beautiful, and inscru-
table, the home of-life and death. Every phrase in this last passage 
is beautiful at the descriptive level, but the descriptive and the 
philosophical cannot be separated: chaos, solitude, unsponsored, free, 
inescapable work at both levels. The sensory detail is not orname~ 
it is a part of the essential theme.30 
The pigeons I referred to above occur in the final four lines of the poem. 
And, in the isolation of the sky, 
At evening, casual flocks of pigeons make 
Ambiguous undulations as they sink 
Downward to darkness on extended wings. 
The lines are sombre and lovely; even out of context they are striking 
description. But in the context of "Sunday Morning, tt as the conclusion of the 
30Ibid •• p. 73. 
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argument built in the course of eight stanzas~ the passage becomes something 
more than jescription, something more than simile or metaphor. 
And the words responsible are; isolation, casual, ambiguoUS, and 
darkness. Out of context, these words would not be suspected, I 
imaginG~ of carryiag L1Y real weight of meaning be,-ond the descriptive 
meaning. Their significance has been prepared by the total poem, and 
they sum the poem up. 31 
One can see the point. Winters makes especial.l.y when one compares Stevens' 
pigeons with the lark from Shakespeare's sonnet nIX:. 
Yet in these thoughts ~elf almost despising, 
Haply I think on thee,--and~hen my state, 
Like to the lark at break of day arising 
Fro.n sulle~-4 earth, sings hymns at heaven IS gatie. 
"The lark is an ornament ••• burdened with the un~xplained emotions of th~ 
poet ••• not represe~tative of any explanatory idea. n32 But in Stevens' 
poem, 
the pigeons embody an idea as well as a feeling, and the idea motivates 
the .f:eeling •••• The rational soul and the sensible soul are united 
••• L'1d there is no decoration. The universe which Stevens describes 
is ambiguous in its ultimate meanings, but there is nothing ambiguous 
in the style: ambiguity is rendered with the greatest of precision.33 
It is interesting to note a further comment Winters offers on this poem. 
"Stevens' universe is one which we can recognize as our own, even if we 
disagree with Stevens' philosophy.lI34 It is clear, then, that Winters, in 
demanding precision and reasoned balance of motive and emotion in modem 
3lIbid., p. 74. 
-
32Ibid., pp. 56-57. 
-
33Ibid., pp. 74-15. 
-
34Ibid., p. 75. 
-
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poetry, is not closing his eyes to the fact that the modem world is a difficul!'l 
chaotic place_ (One might say this of the pre-modem world also.) His 
~ ~ assertion is simply that poetry need not be chaotic to be true to chaos. Such 
I,' verse merely exhibits unrest and irrationality} it succUIllbs to chaos. I But the artist who can feel the full horror, organize it into a dynamic 
1 attitude or state of mind, asserting by that very act his own life and 
the strength and value of his own life, and who can leave that state of 
mind completed behind him for others to enter, has perfonned the 
greatest spiritual service that can be performed.35 
I wish to make some final observations about Winters' critical practice in 
order to forestall some misapprehensions comtl'lOn among those whose knowledge of 
Winters has come from hasty reading or from secondary sources. The objection 
is often raised that Winters' splendid concem for the serious and traditional 
has led him either to neglect less serious verse, or bas distorted his 
sensitivity to its values. His distrust of modem structural methods might 
arise from nothing more than stodgy dislike. 
There is a measure of truth in such an objection, but a small measure, and 
I shall discuss that matter shortlY'_ But I first wish to indicate that neither 
Winters' theory nor his practice of criticism bas seriously neglected light or 
experimental verse. ACCOrding to his theory, to begin with, no human 
experience, however slight, is unsuited to poetry, provided it is dealt with 
honestly. Moral evaluation in verse is simplY' the adequacY' of form to subject 
matter} it need not alW&7S carry the graver overtones of moralitY' in the 
properly ethical or philosophical sense. A poem such &8 Collins' "Ode to 
Evening" merits censure not for the commonness of its subject matter, but for 
35Winters, "Extension and Reintegration," p. 362. 
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the disproportionate pretentiousness of Collins' approach to his subject. 
Theoretical issues aside, Winters' critical practice has extended 
sympathetica.l.ly and honestly to the work of poets whose sensibility and poetic 
techniques are widely' divergent from his own. He has praised the work of 
William Carlos Williams, for example, even though he considers him to be "an 
uncompromising romantic" who believes in surrender to the feelings, and who 
finds no ideas except in things.36 No matter how sharpl,- Winters might disagre 
with Williams' philosophy of life, he cannot disagree with his poetic treatment 
of that range of experience his philosoph,- helps him to understand. Williams • 
awareness of the world of sensuous feeling, of direct confrontation with 
nature, is "rich and perfectly controlled. "37 Such a sensibility permits him 
to deal with the simple events of ordinary human life with a tendemess and 
emotional. awareness impossible in the poetry of a Jonson or a Bridges. "The 
l-!idow's Lament in Springtime,· for example, is "rich, sombre ••• one of the 
most mOving compositions" with which Winters is acquainted.38 
Mr. Winters also disagrees with the personal philosophy of Robert Frost. 
Frost, he feels, places entirely too much stress on the desirability of acting 
upon impulse, or retreating from intellectual activity. Frost believes, if 
we can trust his verse to refiect his attitude toward life, "that affairs 
manage theDlSel ves for the best if left alone, that ideas of good and evil need 
36yvor Winters, "Poetry of Feeling," Kenyon Review, I (Winter, 1939), p, 
104. 
37Ibid., p. 106. 
-
38Ibid., p. 105. 
-
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not be taken seriously." His handling of major issues is "usually whimsical, 
sentimental, and evasive; and in his latter years his poetry is more and more 
pervaded by an obscure melancholy which he can neither control nor understand~~ 
Winters cogently argues his case against Frost, and although it may not 
be the last word in the matter, he does cite shortCOmings noted by other 
contemporary critics in recent years.40 The important thing to note is that 
Winters neither neglects nor dismisses Frost. In describing the limitations of 
Frost's verse, he helps us to a better understanding or the poet and of his par 
ticular virtues. 
Winters sees Frost as a poet involved in a predicaments he is possessed 
of a nostalgic love for the chaotic and the dreamlike but at the same time 
hesitates to give in to these longings. His poetry conveys this pred1c8D8nt 
fairly and movingly. Winters cites famous exaupless "Tree at My Window" It 
which is "an acceptable version ot the feelings of a man in this predicament;" 
"The Last Mowing," which "deals with the same subject, and even more 
beguilingly; It "Spring Pools," whose "extraordinary sensitivity of eucution" 
Winters achires highly; and finally "Acquainted with the Night" and "The Most 
of It," in both of which especiaJ.ly "the poet confronts his condition fairly 
39winters, Function, pp. 179-80. 
40Cf• Denis Donoghue, "The Limitations of Robert Frost," Twentieth 
cent~, CLIVI (July, 19$9), pp. 13-22; and George W. litchie, ill Momentary 
stay gainst Contusion," Robert Frost: a Collection of Critical ESa' "The 
Twentieth Century Views series," edIted 01' James M. Cox (EilglewoOdfs, N.J. 
Prentice Hall, 1962), pp. 1$9-76. 
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I talented poets of our time. ,,42 Such praise is surely genuine, especially when 
~ l it comes from a poet and critic so very different from Frost in temperament and 
~ 
!outlook. 
! I Similarly, we can hardly doubt that Winters is genuine in his admiration 
, 
10f Pound's use of the qualitative progression technique in the fourth "canto"; 
~ 
I in citing the successful and ingenious metrical e:xperi.ments of H. D. and Mairanne Moore; in praising Eliot's use of pseudo-reference in ftGerontion.,,43 
The praise is accompanied, I think, by a sure grasp of what the individual 
poets were trying to achieve. It is praise, however, that is also accompanied 
by relentless references to the faults and limitations of either the poem at 
hand or of other More characteristic perfomances of the poet. Winters admires 
these poems with reservations, with a certain reluctance. 
This reluctance is not ditticult to understand. Winters' endeavor as a 
critic has been to re-establish traditional verse, not only as the finest 
English poetry, but also as the surest path by which contemporary poetry can 
profitably develop. His dedication to this task, let us remember, arose 
pr1marily from his conviction of the shortComings of the experimentalism that 
~ad replaced traditional methods of composition. Obviously, his effort at 
revaluating English poetry is well served by the explication of these 
41Winters, Function, pp. 181-83. 
42Ibid., p. 159. 
-
43winters, In D~t!n~J, pp. 58-59, 118-120, 87. 
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shortcomings. Concentration on the virtues of the experimentalists would 
distract attention from the principal issue. 
It must also be pointed out that even though id.nters' principal concern 
is evaluation, he has no l.·dsh to belittle literary Horks 'Vlhich do not meet his 
high standar<'s. He is concerned that t.ze be aware of relative values, not that 
we destroy the less valuable. He has stated in the foreword to In Defense of 
----
Reason that 
there are many poems which seem to me obviously imperfect and even 
very seriously imperfect, which I have no wish to discard. ••• 
I have dealt 1-lith few works "lhich do not seem. to me to have 
discernible virtues, for to do othen..'ise would seem to me a waste 
of time.44 
But "~nters' evalut:1tive approach to poetry does have its limitations. 
v.'hatever his sensitivity, for example, to the "discernible virtues" of the 
pOOn1S he finds "imperfect," his brief, and sometimes half-hearted, attention 
to these virtues can distort our ultimate picture of a poet's achievement. To 
measure Hopkins or Fro.st against the standards of Ben Jonson and E. A. 
Robinson might legitimately show the superior w"isdom and greater maturity of 
the latter two poets. But it does not sufficiently elucidate the peculiar 
gifts of Hopkins and Frost. 
"linters' preference, furthermore, for the lyric fom above all others has 
caused him to misunderstand the particular goals and de-emphasize the 
particular merits of the other literary genres. Finally, one can hardly deny 
that the seriousness with 'Which \"'inters takes his work has led him. to state 
44 Ibid., p. 12. 
-
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his case sometines with a vigor that is i~bly unchar1table45 and 'With 
superla.tives that are often unfounded or even absurd.46 
But these are not seriously debilitating faults. '!'bey neither constitute 
the bulk of "inters t poet.ry criticism (though the lavish attention his critics 
pay tIl_ \:ould make the 1lllStl8peot.ing think otherwise), nor do they obscure the 
central thrust of his work sa we have pxesente4 it here. v1nters' personal 
pre.ferenees and foibles have been indirectl,. responsible fat' his haVing some-
thing distinctIve to sa:\i to us, for his being a voice apart from the amorphoua 
mass or professors and rev1e~tere ~Jho merely :repeat the ep,'MI acceptable things 
over am over again. By limiting his scope, !1r. ',lnters has not 'ttteakened 
himself, but has defined and chmme1.1ed his strength. 
4SHe has accused Frost, for eDl'liple, of "'willM ignorance" and "smug 
stupid1 ty. ff (Function, p. 116.) 
4<it .• are told, 'With little explanation or evidence, that 1'1111_ Carlos 
:'illlsms, in The ~tructlon E! Tenocht1tlan, "achieved one of the fEN great 
prose styles OT'our U;;;. " An even ere.tir 'surprise 1s the fact that "Adelaide 
Crapsey • • • is certainly an 1.Jml\Ort.a1 poet, s.n<l • • • haa long Men one or the 
most famous poetl of our centulT." (l.!! tefens!", pp. 91&, ,68.) 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCl,USION 
Over thirty years have passed since Yvor 1linters published the Gzr<!cOJ?! 
and launched, in relative obscurity, his career as a serious critic. It has 
been twenty ... five years since the publication of .... Prim ...... .-.iti--.vi ..... Sl'fl __ a!!!, Decadence, the 
later collection of his works, In Defense of Reason, has been available for 
- -
more than :fU'teen years. One might expect that the limited infi'llence 'Ti1nters' 
writings had at the time of their publication lrlOuld be very much on the wane 
by now. Actually the reverse is true. His ideas have persisted, and in the 
past decade they have won an increasing number of adherents. If one can judge 
from the impressive awards and honors accorded !V!r. t"inters since 19,8, he may 
well prove to be one of this century's most remarkahle and most pennanent 
er1tics. 
In NO"ll81lIDer of 19,8, 'Finters was chosen one of the eight Itforemost poets" 
of America mo would appear as readers and lecturers at the J obns Hopkins 
Poetry Festival..l In 1960, Alan Sl-."8l1ovl published the seconci edition of 
"'inters' Collected Poems. The book was substantially the same as the first 
edition published in 1952, but this time it was given both the Bollingen Prise 
lnon Cameron Allen (ad.), ~ Poets ~ Poet:z, (Baltimore: JOM Hopkins, 
1959), p. iii. 
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and the Brandeis University Creative Arts Award for poetry. A year later, 
Stanford University nominated 1-linters the first professor to occupy the 
emowed Albert Guerard chair of literature. That same year the undergraduates 
published a special issue of the stanford literary quarterly, the Sequoia, in 
ir'~inters I honor. In December of 1961, the Hodern Language Association devoted 
one of its meetings at the Chicago convention to 'VJinters t poetry, criticism, 
and teaching. The following :year '·.'inters was awarded a Guggenheim Fe110l.T8h1p 
for the completion of hie projected histoI1' of the English lyric. 
In 1960, Routledge and Kegan Paul published the first British edition of 
.!!! Defense 2! ~eason, and in 1962 they fo11u-..md this with !h!. FUnction 9!. 
Criticism. Fifteen yaers previously, these works had been regarded as the 
"fumblingslf of an "excessively irritating and bad critic." But now, London 
reviewers were more reoepti'V8. The British Journal of Aesthetics found 
-
y~ters' criticism "bold, shrewd, and lucid. • •• He is the most consistent 
and c1eal""*headed critic now writing. ,,2 The Spectator was in agreement: 
l'!"inters is "'wonderfully senai ti ve to the sort of poetry he most rewres '" If His 
criticism is ''lucid, courageous, dignified," the ll'Ork of "e major cr1tic. n3 
Frank Kenllooe, in the !'!!!. statesman, called ~ Defense 2! Reason "the most 
2Laurence Lerner, Review of The Function of Criticism, British Journal of 
AesthetiCS, II (October, 1962), pp • .3'4-1;-. - -
lr~ Tanner, Review of The Function of Criticism, Spectator, CCVIII 
(t~arch 2, 1962) J p. 279. - -
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important rationalist critique of modern literary theory; II and regarded ~ 
Function £! Criticism as a book which lI~eeps up the good work of its predeces-
sor.,,4 The critics in general had a high regard tor Mr. Winters' "demand, 
imperious yet just. /ihat literature7 undertake also to understand, evaluate, 
- -
judge ••• experience."S In DlIking these demands, "that cannot be made too 
6 
often, too vigorously, too crankily," Winters upholds "values and 
responsibilities which civilization neglects at its peril. ft1 
This praise has not been without a realization ot Winters' limitations; 
one vould suspect the thoroughness ot the reviewers' reading if they had found 
nothing to criticize. One reviewer lamented Winters' disregard for the 
validity and actuality of the irrational in human experience. For Winters, he 
asserts, "Freud has lived in vain.,,8 'What we have seen ot Winters' under-
standing of the qualitative progression _thod ot co.u;>osition ought to modi1.'y 
such an opinion. Be does not ignore irrational experience (eapecial.l.y when it 
is rendered with "the greatest precision," as in "Sunday' Morning," above, p. 
8S); nor does he ignore the illogical method of composition, though the latter 
4Frank Kermode, Review of The Function of Ori ticism, lew Statesman, WII 
(March 16, 1962), p. 382. - - -
>tanner, Sectator, COVIll .. p. 219. 
6.s:ermode, lev Statesman, LXIII, p. 382. _ ........................... 
1ranner, p. 219. 
8terner, British Journal .. II, p. 316. 
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he does consider secondary and essentially limited, tor reasons we have 
alreadT seen. Winters t insistence, however, on interpreting all genres ot 
literature in the light ot his theor.y ot poetic composition does lay him open 
to the charge ot a "lack ot a certain generosity ••• a flexibility ot mind 
which would allow tor the multiple functions of literature ... 9 But regardless 
ot the insensitivitY' to the nOYel and drama which such rigidity causes, 
reviewers consistentlY' have noted his authoritY' with the short poem, and the 
adequacy' ot his approach to this genre. "No one understands this sort ot 
poet17' better and tew have written so well about its qualities. ttlO As Mr. 
Lemar has sugested in the British Joumal of Aesthetics, Winters' own 
-
violent prejudice in tavor ot the supremacY' ot the lyric torm has been largely 
responsible tor his lucid understanding and evaluation ot that torm. 11 
That ndd-centur.y critics in both England and America should srant Mr. 
Winters awards and sJTll>&thetic understanding in place ot epithets and rebuttal 
can be attributed to a marked change ot critical temper that has taken place 
during the past decade on both sides ot the Atlantic. The change in American 
critical thinking is ch1ell7 evident in the decline ot the New Criticism. 
Rene Wellek has been one or several critics to list the causes ot this 
decline:. too narrow a sphere or concentration; too sweeping a neglect ot 
histor.yj a study of stylistics that remained dilettantish and refused to 
9Tanner, Spectator, CCVIll, p. 279. 
10zbid. 
-
llLemer, British .... Joum ............. al_ 2! AesthetiCS, II, p. 374. 
profit by the gains of linguistic science; no sure phUosopbical foundation 
12 
underlying the &esthetical structure. M~ Krieger has noted similar 
failings in an essay titled "After the Hew Criticism." Hew CriticisM, 
according to Krieger, in its wish to treat poetry as a selt-sufficient 
symbolic system, has cut itselt off from life and belief; it bas asphy.xiated 
itself with its own straitening doctrine of contextualism.13 
lew Criticism's demise has not been surprising. Over ten years ago, R. 
S. Crane and the "Chicago Critics. predicted it and began investigating the 
possibUities of replacing its method by developing Aristotelian criticism 
"into a flexible and comprehensive method of analysis that would make possible 
a more thorough and discriminating study of certain aspects of &rr¥ work than 
our present methods allow.,.14 The Chicago group replaced casual formal. 
an&1.ysis with scholarly research and penetrating analy'ses of plot, genre, and 
hero-figures in poetry and prose fiction. WeUek rea1.ns dubious of the 
ability of the Chicago Critics to make a permanent contribution to criticism. 
He finds them guilt,. of "arid classifications • • • insenSitivity • • • ultra-
academic exercises •• 1, The,. have , however, fil'11ilT restored the art work to 
12Rene WeUek, "The Main Trends of Twentieth-Centur,y Criticism," Yale 
Review, LI (1961), pp. ll..4-1'. -
1.3Murr&y' Kriegerl "A.tter the New Criticism," The Massachusetts Review, IV (A.utumn, 1962), pp. ltl8-89. -
~in J. SVag1ic, tiThe Chicago Critics: Yes and Perhaps," Poetry, 
LXIXII (M&y'-June, 19,3), p. 101. 
l'Wellek, !!!! _Revi;,,;;,,;;;.;;ew-., LI, p. U'. 
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its historical setting and stressed a scholarly sensitivity to genre, filling 
two wide lacunae in the New Critical method. 
Another well-defined effort to provide for gaps in the work of the New 
Critics has been a movement which Krieger names Existential Criticism. 
Influenced by C&ssirer's analyses of symbolism and ~ and by the French 
Existentialists' concern for concrete relevance in art and literature, the new 
approach seeks "to return literature to history and existence • • • by treat-
ing it as a unique bearer of an otherwise inexpressible and perhaps unavailabl 
historical, SOCial, and moral vision. "16 Art and poetry are seen as a "mode 
of revealing culture; "17 or, in the words of Eliseo Vivas, a way of ncreating 
the values and meanings by which a society fulfills its destiny.n18 
In this spirit, Krieger has himself formulated a critical theory which 
would account both for the organic, self-sufficient laws of poetic form, 
emphasized by the lew Criticism, and would yet see the poem "as opening out-
ward to the world and to externally imposed laws of rational order. n19 He 
acknowledges that Winters' writings have intluenced his work. "Yvor Winters 
mal" have been more correct than many of his detractors, in their 
16(rieger, Massachusetts .Review, p. 198. 
-
l~liseo ViVas, Creation and Discovery: Essays ~ Criticism !!!2 
Aesthetics (New York: Noon~, 1955), p. x. 
l~urray Krieger, "Recent Criticism, 'Thematics,' and the Existential 
Dilemma," The ~ Vision: Variations on a Theme in Literarz Interpretation 
(New York: 'oIt,l'H"nehirt, Winston, 1960r; p. 236. -
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antididactici5l'll, have credited h1nl ~dth being in his insistence that rational 
poetic form exerted upon recalcitrant materials 18 a reflection ~t the poet's 
m.orel control of his distuxtd.ng e :lq')$rience. "20 Krieger then bases his 
21 
"literary discipline of tthematics'" on the conviction, "1n part borrowed 
from IvO%" "'inters J thDt aesthetic and morel resolutions are two sides of a 
single coin-the work b} i te '"X7 aesthetic order attesting to an orderly 
universe. tt22 Clearly, in a critical climate that refuses to analyze formal 
structure in isolation trom histor,y, philosophy, or human moralit)r, linters' 
writings are both acceptable and useful. 
Another critical trend in A..'I'!lSriea, not unrelatect to the \lork a£ Vivas 
and Krieger, has been an inCl'8as.~ criticsl awareneS8 of the 1n:fluen<a of the 
popular arts on national culture. ;,rorel conoem in these areas is nothing 
new) censorship of fllme, periodicals, telft'ision and theatrical productions, 
has long been a polit1cal and religious phenomenon. I bring the matter up at 
this point because ethical censorship hu recently been giving way to 
artistic cr1:ticism; catalogues of suggestive sequences are being replaced by 
~ .. of the moral judgment implicit in artistic forms. As Father l"llliam 
t,neh, S.J. observed in his recent study at !!!! !!!e Industrie" 
i'e must be sble to know when t.~e are playing, when we are dreaming, 
l:ilen we are aentimentaliling. we even have a right to be stupid or 
2O:rbid. , p. 
-
239. 
2l ~., p. ?bl. 
22 249. Ibid.., p. 
-
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tawdry, provided there is the slightest element of the deliberate 
or conscious judgment in the process. For judgment is all.2) 
It is, then, the judgment of the artist that is presented to the reader 
or viewer; and this judgment is always transmitted, no matter how unimportant 
or seemingly innocent of all moral concern the materials of the art work may 
be. Often enough, as Father Lynch has cautioned, it is the "innocent," 
"harmless" movie or television production, whose values are warped and whose 
view of life is completely shallow and baseless, that can most seriously 
delude the public into believing inane fantasy to be real, and life to be 
devoid of problems and responsibility.24 He who controls "our most intimate 
and everydq images, It controls therefore 
our final attitudes and decisions •••• For it is by our sensi-
bility, by all our passions, feelings, emotions, that we relate 
ourselves to reality, whether accurately or badly. And it is by 
the same instruments that we are always appraising reality, 
accurately or badly.25 
2Jwilliam F. Lynch, S.J., The I!5e Industries (New York, Shead & Ward, 
1958), p. 28. Studies similar toFather Giich's arriving at similar con-
clusions, have been made by Robert Warshow, The Immediate ErcierienceJ Movies, 
Comics, Theater, and Other A.spects of POl?ul~ulture (Newark: DOuble diy, 
1962); and by Richard Hoggart;n!!!!!!.! .2! Literacy (London: Chatto, 1957). 
24Edward R. Murrow voices the same concern; "Surely we must pay for 
using the most powerful instrument of communications If. v.7 to insulate the 
citizenry from the hard and dangerous realities which-must be faced if we are 
to survive." Q-tloted in Very Rev. Msgr. Timothy- J. Flynn, "Theological 
Problems in Mass COmmunications," Problems and Progress, edited by Robert W. 
Gleason, S.J. (Westminster, Md.; Newman, l~), p. 99. 
25tynch, S.J., p. 146. 
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Critics ot the popular arts, in abandoning simple censorship ot the 
literal content ot the art work and coming to a new critical awareness ot the 
power ot the image to evaluate lite, have come to conclusions which Winters 
voiced thirty years ago. They see the artist as one "actually striving to 
pertect a moral attitude toward that range ot experience ot which he is aware; 
and they are convinced that contact with worthwhile art "should otter a means 
of enriching one's awareness ot human experience and of so rendering greater 
the possibility of intelligence in the course ot tuture action. 1t26 
Mr. Winters' warm reception in England, one ot the chief evidences of 
his growing importance, as I have alread1' noted, is principally due to the 
change in the English critical climate caused by the work ot F. R. Leavis and 
other contributors to Leavis' periodical, Scrutiny (1932-1953). Leavis, 
whose critical sensibility Wellek describes as a combination of Eliot's 
taste, Richards' methods of analYSiS, and Arnold's humanism,27 revived in 
England a vigorous concem for the cultural etfects of good literature and 
for the evaluative role of the critic. His books, as well as his essays in 
Scrutiny, 
waged a fierce campaign for critical standards, by both precept and 
example. Scrutiny was committed to a critical policy ot unrelaxed 
vigilance, 0"1 a ruthless sifting of the little wheat of good and 
serious literature trom the abundant chatf ot triviality, shoddiness, 
26winters, ~ Defense, pp. 23, 29. 
27Wellek, Yale Review, LI, p. l.l.4. 
----' 
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pretentiouan.ss. • •• Its aim was partly to revalue the English 
literary tradition ••• and part13 to expose the laxity of modem 
criticism ••• by exhibiting its shallowness and conf'usions. 28 
The "good and serious lit.rature" tdlich Leavis championed 1I8:re those works 
Bin which a genuine moral vision of experience 11&8 cOllll1\micated through a 
fully particular1sed, .tul.l.7 realised imaginative renderiDc ot 11£ .... 29 The 
parallel with Winters' ow convictions and critical preoccupation cannot 
escape notice. 
Unlike Winters, however, Leav1s never explicitly enunciated his critical 
theor,y, nor d1d he wish to admit an:r absolute standard on which his judgmant 
of the moral vision present in the work of art could be groundBd. Further-
more, Leavis was in general critical aareeJl8nt with his conteJll)Oraries t 
favorable opinion of the post-Romantic experimentalist revolt in poetr,y. ae 
reserYed his areatest critical ene1'fJ" and orig1nal.1tl' tor the revaluation ot 
the English novel. 30 
It is not, therefore, with I.avia' work, but with the recent eaaqs of a 
new generation of British critics tor whom Leavis paved the wq that Winters' 
critici_ has moat in COllllOn. Critics such as Donald Davie, .Den1a Donoghue, 
Thom Gunn,)l and especially Qrab.am Hough,32 retaining Leavis' interest in 
28Davis Daicbes, The Present l.,. After 1920 (London: Cresset, 19>8), p. 
1)6. - ~ -




)~r. Gunn is presently in America.. teaching at Berk.ley, C&litomia.. anti 
publishinl frequently in !!!!. .. Re ..... vi...,ft ..... 
32ct. his "Ref"lectiona on a Literarr Revolution," in I!r!e and Experience 
(Londom Duckworth, 1960), pp. 3-8). -
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revaluation and in the vital relevance of literature to lite .. have in the past 
few years been asking questions of the modern poetic which Winters himself 
raised in the early thirties. How far can poetry go without a rational 
structure? What is the ultimate value of the post-Romantic experiment? How 
fertile are its methods? Are Joyce .. Eliot .. and Pound the continuance of the 
main-stream of literary tradition in England .. or merely a backwater? Can 
"The Waste Land" and the Cantos stand close scrutiny? "The real question .. " 
Frank Kermode has written .. "is why we have so much wanted to accept what is 
evidently a dubious position--the traditional character of the modern poetic." 
These questions are so obvious.. "so evidently legitimate, that their suppres-
sion over all these years suggests a hysterical loss of the critical 
function. ,,33 
The four critics I have named have explicitly referred to Yvor Winters 
as a significant and respected voioe in the revaluation movement; Gunn has 
studied with Winters at Stan.:t~ord. Their work has helped to carry forward 
Winters' critioal ideals and has won for him renewed reoognition. He is 
acknowledged ftthe John the Baptist of the Counter ... Revolution. ft34 De sets for 
the counter-revolutionaries standards of clarity, straightforwardness, 
dedication to formal excellence.. and willingness to set down challenging, 
thought-provoking evaluations, unswayed by modish opinion. 
3.3rrank Kermode, "Counter-Revolution .. " Puzzles and E~iphanies: EssS'! 
~ -.Re_vi..-e_w_s, 19,8-1961 (New York: Chilmark, 1962) .. pp: 45:::zi6. 
34Ibid ... p. 48. 
-
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The ultimate explanation of Winters t growing reputation, however .. rests 
not on the similarity of his thought to contemporar.r critical trends .. nor even 
on the direct influence he may have had on some of today's younger critics. 
These have merely been factors accounting for a greater willingness to grant 
a sympathetic hearing to ideas that once seemed cranky and dictatorial. 
Winters t increased influence rests chiefly on the merits of his own critical 
writings. I do not refer to critical theory, nor to his own individual 
opinions and Critiques, illuminating as they can often be. Winters has more 
than information and opinion to offer. He has provided critical tools of 
practical value to 8Dy'one interested in understanding poetrr, whether one 
wishes to agree with Winters' poetic theory or not. Some final gestures to 
what I believe to be of greatest practical value in Winters I work are 
certainly in order. 
His analyses of the structural methods of poetic composition are 
particularly useful .. even if we do not agree with Winters' own hierarchy of 
the best methods. It is only when we are aware of the goals and limitations 
of a poet's approach to his art that we can understand his work and evaluate 
its success or failure, its formal excellence or shoddiness. These general 
analyses, together with the concrete examples of Winters' own close readings 
of individual poems (there are few critics as clear and careful in line-by-
line analysis), repay careful study on the part of students and teachers of 
literature alike. 
Closely related to these analyses is Winters' distinction between 
traditional and experimental poetiC conventions, and his illuminating 
description of what he believes to be the major tradition in English poetrr. 
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Whether the logical method of composition, in all its rational plainness, with 
its characteristic concern for what Winters would call major human experiences 
(moral choice, man's relation to God and to fellow men, fear and despair in 
the face of confusion), need be called the finest strain of poetry, it 
certainly is a recurrent strain, observable in many different centuries, and . 
displaying the common moral. vision of the race, without sacrificing either the 
universality of that vision or the particular flavor of each individual's 
expression of it. In dei'ining this tradition, Winters has made us aware of 
new poetic values and has called many lost voices to our attention: GreviUe, 
GaSCOigne, the "plain" Jonson, Edward Taylor, Robert Bridges, Thomas Har<\v. 
He shows us how to observe the history of English poetry in tems of the 
continuity of artistic and human values, rather than in terms of passing 
schools, fashions, and mannerisms. Finally, in revaluating the works of 
individual poets according to these same traditional standards, he has 
brought to our attention many fine poems which were formerly obscured by the 
luster of popular anthology pieces. 35 
Winters has performed a further service by revealing to a new generation 
3.5winters t essays on Emily Dickinson (In Defense, pp. 283-299) .. Robert 
Frost (Function, pp. 157-88), and his book on Eaw:m Irl~n Robinson 
(Norfolk, Conn.; New Directions, 1946), are examples 0 sort of 
revaluation I mean. We find, for example, that Robinson 1s at his greatest 
in "The Wandering Jew, II "Lost Anchors," ttMany Are Called, It "The Sheaves," 
"The Three Taverns," and "Rembrandt to Rembrandt" (p. 39). The list is a 
service to those who know Robinson only as the author of the character 
sketches and monologues ~sually anthologized. 
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of poets the range of experience that is available to the poet using tradi-
tional structural methods. The new poets have listened. Open a contempor&ry' 
anthology; y-oung writers are more often influenced by- Hardy, Robinson, Stevens 
or even Winters himself, rather than by- Whit.lrlaD, Pound, or Eliot.36 They- have 
returned to the plain sty-le, with its love of abstract statement; or have 
investigated the possibilities of the post-symbolist technique, in which 
thought and imager,y fuse into a rational whole. These sty-les do not betr~ 
the spiritual and ideological COIll>lex:ity- of our age, but handle it with 
startling accuracy-.J7 
A final contribution of Mr. Winters is not so much a critical tool or 
method of approach as an attitude that he communicates to his reader. It is 
an important attitude, which rises from, but is not necessaril;r dependent on, 
his moral theor,y of poetr,y. 
Winters describes the poet as a man endeavoring to master his experience, 
38 
to bring artistic order and evaluation to his vague half-understood feelings. 
36.ro list some exanples: Kingsley- Amis, Edgar Bowers, J. V. Cunningh.am, 
Donald Davie, Thom Gunn, Ted Hughes, Elizabeth Jennings, Donald Justice, 
Philip Larkin, Robert Lowell, Vassar Miller, Alastair Reid, Theodore Roetbke, 
Charles Tomlinson, Richard Wilbur. Many of these poets are represented in 
The New Poets of En!jand and America: an Antholo~, edited by- Donald Hall, 
TfObertPack, aDcI to s Simpson, With an 1'ntroductOn by- Robert Frost (New 
York: Meridian, 1957). 
37For their accuracy- in expressing the spiritual ambiguity- and barrenness 
of the contemporar,y world, Thom Gunn' s "In Santa Maria del Popolo" or PhUip 
Larkin's "Church Going" need fear nothing from cODJparison with "The Waste 
Land"; the latter, however, lI1ight appear deficient if all three were 
subll1itted to line ... by--line an~is. 
38winters, !! ll!Jfense J pp. 23-29, passim. 
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The poet is one who clarifies life -by attain~ "th,::: final certitude of 
speech," by saying It what one should 5&1'."39 Poetry, therefore, is not only a 
means of "communication among those who are wholly civilized and adult,,,40 it 
is itself a humanizing force that can Itturn us a little in the direction of 
civilization ... 41 
This is not a new attitude toward literature. It is much in the traditiol 
of westelu liberal education, a philosophy of education which regards the 
humanities as the finest means by which man comes to understand himself, 
becomes hwr.an. Winters' personal faith in these ancient COnvictions, however, 
bears this characteristic emphasis: he links the spiritual, humanizing value 
of poetry t-rith its formal excellence and its rational understanding of major 
htul18n issues. He believes that the poet who sacrifices rea.son and clarity, 
who rears to think and speak about what is relevant to his ti.mes, ceases to 
communicate, and so removes from society a potAJerful civil:tzing force. If the 
poet and his public, therefore, are estranged today, the reason is not merely 
that SOCiety has ceased to be interested in poetry, but that the poet has 
ceased to be interested in society. 
Yvor Winters and William Wordsworth would be pezilaps 'Wlcongenial 
39Yvor Winters, Collected Poems (Denver: Swallow, 1960), pp. 131, 90. 
4Owinters, Function, p. 74. 
4lwinters, !!! Defense, p. 574. 
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companions. Yet both men share a. fundamental conviction, one the literary 
world too easily loses sight of. At a time when poetry was preoccupied with 
decorative fancy iUld private reveries, )'1r. Winters reminded us that the poet 
42 is above all fta man speaking to men. f1 And he has added .forcefully that the 
poet who wishes to be heard will win his audience only by the artistic 
cogency and human importance of what he has to sq. 
42win.iam Wordsworth, in the preface to the Lyrical Ballads, second 
edition. 
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